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We study the impact of perturbative reheating on primordial observables in models of multiple–
field inflation. By performing a sudden decay calculation, we derive analytic expressions for the
local–type non–linearity parameter f localNL , the scalar spectral index nζ , and the tensor–to–scalar ratio
rT as functions of the decay rates of the inflationary fields. We compare our analytic results to a fully
numerical classical field theory simulation, finding excellent agreement. We find that the sensitivity
of fNL, nζ , and rT to the reheating phase depends heavily on the underlying inflationary model. We
quantify this sensitivity, and discuss conditions that must be satisfied if observable predictions are to
be insensitive to the dynamics of reheating. We demonstrate that upon completion of reheating, all
observable quantities take values within finite ranges, the limits of which are determined completely
by the conditions during inflation. Furthermore, fluctuations in both fields play an important role
in determining the full dependence of the observables on the dynamics of reheating. By applying
our formalism to two concrete examples, we demonstrate that variations in fNL, nζ , and rT caused
by changes in reheating dynamics are well within the sensitivity of Planck, and as such the impact
of reheating must be accounted for when making predictions for models of multiple–field inflation.
Our final expressions are very general, encompassing a wide range of two–field inflationary models,
including the standard curvaton scenario. We show that the curvaton scenario is a limiting case
of two–field inflation, and recover the standard curvaton results in the appropriate limit. Our
results allow a much more unified approach to studying two–field inflation including the effects of
perturbative reheating. As such, entire classes of models can be studied together, allowing a more
systematic approach to gaining insight into the physics of the early universe through observation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The paradigm of inflation [1–5] has been spectacu-
larly successful. It solves some classical problems of the
hot Big Bang scenario while also providing a natural
mechanism for generating primordial cosmological fluc-
tuations [6–10] with the properties that we observe [11].
General agreement with the broad predictions of the in-
flationary paradigm has encouraged further investigation
into the details of the mechanism. It is unlikely that data
will ever reveal exactly which model of inflation accu-
rately describes our past, however, we can use observa-
tion to learn about the physical principles that governed
the early universe. In order to understand what obser-
vational data can teach us about the physics underlying
inflation, we need to fully understand the detailed pre-
dictions of our models of the early universe.
The task of making detailed predictions is simplified in
the case of single–field inflation by the fact that the cur-
vature perturbation and its correlation functions are con-
served outside the Hubble radius during and after single–
field inflation, because it produces purely adiabatic fluc-
tuations [12–15]. We mean by ‘adiabatic fluctuations’
those for which the perturbation to any four–scalar in
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the system is proportional to the rate of change of the
scalar, with the same proportionality for all scalars. This
implies that in the presence of purely adiabatic fluctua-
tions, hypersurfaces of constant individual fluid or field
densities correspond to hypersurfaces of constant total
energy density. The situation is more complicated in
inflationary models with multiple dynamical fields, be-
cause these models naturally produce non–adiabatic fluc-
tuations, whose presence allows the curvature perturba-
tion and its correlation functions to evolve outside the
Hubble radius. Therefore, in order to make predictions
in multiple–field models, it is necessary to understand
the evolution of the system until the fluctuations become
adiabatic, or until they are observed. The fluctuations
produced from multiple–field inflation can become adi-
abatic if the universe passes through a phase of effec-
tively single–field inflation [16, 17] or through a phase
of local thermal and chemical equilibrium with no non–
zero conserved quantum numbers [18–20]. In either case,
calculating the evolution of the curvature perturbation
outside the Hubble radius is necessary for making firm
predictions about primordial observables.
All observations are currently consistent with the
simplest single–field, slow–roll models of inflation [21–
24]; however, more complicated scenarios are not ruled
out [11]. Even though the observational data does not
currently compel us to include multiple dynamical fields
in our models of the early universe, there are many rea-
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2sons for considering the predictions of multiple–field in-
flation.
First, the value of observational data is not fully real-
ized without theoretical predictions with which to com-
pare. To be specific, it is difficult to interpret obser-
vational constraints on the local form of the primordial
bispectrum, parametrized by f localNL , without a better un-
derstanding of the range of f localNL predicted in physically
motivated models of the early universe. It is known that
all single–clock inflationary models predict negligible lo-
cal non–Gaussianity, but the predictions of multiple–field
inflation have not been thoroughly explored. While there
exist a handful of specific examples involving multiple
fields that have been worked out in detail, there does not
yet exist a coherent framework for understanding what
can be learned from observational constraints on local
non–Gaussianity. One aim of this work is to achieve a
better understanding of the general lessons that can be
learned from constraints on f localNL .
Next, there is theoretical motivation for considering
models of inflation with multiple dynamical fields. Mod-
els of the early universe motivated from high–energy the-
ory quite often contain multiple scalar fields. For exam-
ple, string theory models typically contain many moduli
fields and/or axion fields, several of which could be rele-
vant during inflation. Additionally, the Higgs field which
we know to exist [25, 26], could conceivably be relevant
for cosmology.1
Future observational data may also force us to consider
multiple–field inflation. There are a number of ‘consis-
tency relations’ that hold in all single–field models of
inflation. The local bispectrum is proportional to the
deviation from scale–invariance in all models of ‘single–
clock’2 inflation [34–37]. Also, the primordial tensor–to–
scalar ratio rT is related to the tensor spectral tilt nT
and the sound speed of scalar fluctuations during infla-
tion cs in all models of single–field inflation [38]. A future
detection of f localNL > 1, a violation of the single–field ten-
sor consistency relation3 rT = −8csnT , or a detection
of non–adiabatic fluctuations would rule out single–field
inflation.
Regardless of the inflationary model, the universe must
eventually evolve to the hot radiation dominated era of
the standard Big Bang. By the time inflation ends the
universe is typically in a highly non–thermal state, and
1 The details of how to properly treat the standard model Higgs
field and its potential during inflation is outside the scope of this
paper. We raise the point here simply as motivation.
2 We distinguish ‘single–clock’ from ‘single–field’ here to allow for
exceptions to the non–Gaussianity consistency relation for mod-
els with a modified initial state specified at a fixed time in the
past [27–29] or non–attractor type behavior [30–33] which violate
the consistency condition and only involve a single scalar field.
In both cases there is an additional relevant time scale in the
system.
3 There is a slight modification of this relation for models of
Galilean inflation [39, 40].
so a consistent theory of the early universe must also
explain how the cosmos was reheated. The reheating
process, which involves a transfer of energy from the in-
flating field(s) to the standard model particles, can be
very complex and may proceed via a number of differ-
ent mechanisms (see for example [41–45]) depending on
the inflationary theory. In the presence of non–adiabatic
fluctuations, the phase of reheating will in general re-
sult in evolution of the curvature perturbation on super
Hubble scales, and this must be taken into account when
considering the predictions of multiple–field inflation.
In Ref. [46] it was established, using numerical meth-
ods, that the statistics of the primordial curvature per-
turbation are sensitive to the perturbative decay of the
fields that were active during inflation. In particular, the
local type non–linearity parameter f localNL depends on the
decay history, and the variations of this parameter are
within the sensitivity of cosmic microwave background
(CMB) experiments such as Planck. It is therefore of
the utmost importance to fully understand how reheat-
ing affects the statistics of the curvature perturbation
in models of multiple–field inflation, such that we can
reliably interpret current and future constraints on the
primordial observables.
In this paper, we derive analytic expressions for the lo-
cal non–linearity parameter f localNL , the scalar spectral in-
dex nζ , and the tensor–to–scalar ratio rT as functions of
the perturbative decay rates of the fields. In the cases we
consider, the impact of reheating is well captured by ap-
pealing to the sudden decay approximation [47–49]. The
sudden decay approximation has been used frequently in
the past to calculate the statistics of the primordial cur-
vature perturbation for various models of inflation [48–
52], the most widely known example being the curvaton
scenario [47, 53–55]. In [56], the sudden decay approxi-
mation was used to consistently treat the evolution of the
curvature perturbation in the presence of two curvaton
decays. Numerical studies have shown that for the case
of the curvaton, sudden decay reproduces the gradual
decay result remarkably well [49]. Our final expressions
for f localNL , nζ , and rT are very general, encompassing a
wide range of two–field inflationary models, including the
standard curvaton scenario. We show that the curvaton
scenario is a limiting case of two–field inflation, and re-
cover the standard curvaton results in the appropriate
limit.
Our most important findings are summarized as fol-
lows:
• At the end of reheating, all primordial observables
take values within finite ranges, the limits of which
are determined completely by the conditions dur-
ing inflation. The presence of fluctuations in both
fields are of crucial importance in establishing these
bounds. The particular values that the observables
acquire within these limits are determined by the
reheating parameters.
3Symbol Meaning Reference Eq.
Γϕ, Γχ decay rate of ϕ and χ fields (2)
R ≡ Γχ/Γϕ (ratio of field decay rates) (5)
t∗ , tϕ,χosc , t
ϕ,χ
dec key transition times: Hubble exit, start of ϕ and χ oscillations, decay of ϕ and χ (6), Fig. 1
ζ total curvature perturbation at the end of reheating (7)
ζdec ≡ ζ(tϕdec) (total curvature perturbation at time tϕdec) (24)
ζI and ζ
I
γ curvature perturbations on surfaces of constant ρI and ρ
I
γ with I = ϕ, χ (24)
Ωϕ,osc fraction of total energy density stored in ϕ field at tosc (98)
Ωϕ,dec fraction of total energy density stored in ϕ field at t
ϕ
dec in regime R ≤ 1 (27)
Ω˜χ,dec fraction of total energy density stored in χ field at t
χ
dec in regime R ≥ 1 (52)
r ≡ 3ρ¯χ
3ρ¯χ+4ρ¯
ϕ
γ
∣∣∣
t
χ
dec
in regime R ≤ 1. r → 1 as R→ 0. (45)
r˜ ≡ 3ρ¯ϕ
3ρ¯ϕ+4ρ¯
χ
γ
∣∣∣
t
ϕ
dec
in regime R ≥ 1. r˜ → 1 as R→∞. (51)
A, B reheating functions in regime R ≤ 1. A → 1 and B → 0 as R→ 0. (44), (47)
A˜, ∼B reheating functions in regime R ≥ 1. A˜ → 1 and ∼B→ 0 as R→∞. (49), (50)
G,F,K, J functions which determine ζI from inflation (74), (75), (78), (79)
TABLE I. Symbols used in this paper.
• The sensitivity of fNL, nζ , and rT to the reheating
phase depends heavily on the underlying inflation-
ary model. We quantify this sensitivity and discuss
the conditions that must be satisfied by the infla-
tionary model if its observable predictions are to be
insensitive to the physics of reheating.
• The conditions at Hubble exit play an important
role in determining the sensitivity of observables to
reheating.
• Local non–Gaussianity is not in general damped
toward small values by reheating, as is often (but
not always [57]) the case during multiple–field infla-
tion if the adiabatic limit is reached before inflation
ends [16, 17, 58].
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
briefly recap the δN formalism and the elementary theory
of perturbative reheating. We present our sudden decay
calculation in Section III, and derive expressions for the
observables fNL, nζ , and rT which capture the dynamics
of the reheating phase. In Section IV we introduce our
numerical simulations and discuss the modifications that
need to be made to the sudden decay approximation in
order to account for the non–instantaneous nature of the
decay, and reconcile the exact numerical results. In Sec-
tion V we provide examples of how to apply our formal-
ism to models of multiple–field inflation, and we discuss
and conclude in Section VI. The expert reader familiar
with the elementary theory of perturbative reheating and
the δN formalism may wish to omit Section II.
Our detailed analysis requires the use of many equa-
tions and parameter definitions. As a guide to the reader,
in Table I we summarize our key parameters and the
equations where they are defined or first used. We will
work in units where ~ = c = 1.
II. THE MODEL
Throughout this paper we focus on canonical two–field
inflation models described by the action
Sinf =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2p
R
2
− 1
2
gµν∂µϕ∂νϕ
−1
2
gµν∂µχ∂νχ−W (ϕ, χ)
]
. (1)
We demand that the potential be sum–separable,
W (ϕ, χ) = U(ϕ)+V (χ), and require that U(ϕ) and V (χ)
have quadratic minima, but allow the shape of the po-
tentials far from the minimum to take arbitrary form.
The restriction of working with potentials that are sum–
separable in the fields considerably simplifies our analy-
sis, as will become clear shortly. In standard cosmic time,
the field equations are given by
ϕ¨+ (3H + Γϕ)ϕ˙+ ∂ϕW = 0 ,
χ¨+ (3H + Γχ)χ˙+ ∂χW = 0 , (2)
where we have included the additional decay terms Γϕϕ˙
and Γϕχ˙, which parametrize the perturbative decay of
the fields following the inflationary phase. We model
these decay products as perfect radiation fluids
ρ˙ϕγ + 4Hρ
ϕ
γ = Γϕρϕ ,
ρ˙χγ + 4Hρ
χ
γ = Γχρχ , (3)
4which we assume to be produced in thermal equilibrium.
Equations (2) and (3) are subject to the Friedmann con-
straint
3H2M2p = ρϕ + ρχ + ρ
ϕ
γ + ρ
χ
γ , (4)
where ρϕ =
1
2 ϕ˙
2 + U(ϕ) and ρχ =
1
2 χ˙
2 + V (χ) are the
energy densities of the fields. The decay rates Γϕ and
Γχ (which we assume to be constant throughout this pa-
per) do not follow from the inflationary action, Eq. (1).
Instead, they follow from a standard quantum field the-
ory calculation describing the perturbative decay of the
fields, and are set to zero throughout the inflationary
stage. They are only introduced to the field equations
after inflation has ended, and only when the fields are
coherently oscillating about their minima. Furthermore,
the conditions on the mass of the field mχ  min{H,Γχ}
(and similarly for ϕ) are satisfied as the fields begin their
coherent oscillations for all cases that we consider. This
parametrization of reheating is often referred to as the
‘elementary theory of reheating’ which was developed
in [41, 59].
The perturbative decay of the oscillating fields relies
on the assumption that the decay rates Γϕ and Γχ can
be calculated by standard perturbative methods in quan-
tum field theory. However, if the amplitude of the field
oscillations are sufficiently large then the perturbative
approach fails, and reheating proceeds in a different way,
through parametric resonance [42, 60, 61]. The inflaton
field typically begins with a stage of explosive produc-
tion of particles at a stage of a broad parametric reso-
nance. Later the resonance becomes narrow, and finally
shuts off altogether. Interactions of particles produced
during this stage, their decay into other particles and
subsequent thermalization typically require much more
time than the preheat stage, since these processes are
suppressed by the small values of coupling constants. In
many cases, these processes can be described by the ele-
mentary theory of reheating. Thus, the elementary the-
ory of reheating can be useful even in the theories where
reheating begins at the stage of parametric resonance, or
when the amplitude of the field oscillations is small. We
finally note that it has been debated whether there ex-
ists a regime where the elementary theory of reheating
is applicable [62] at all. Despite these limitations, the
elementary theory is appealing due to its simplicity, and
we consider it a useful parametrization which allows us
to make analytic progress in determining the impact that
reheating has on the primordial observables.
If the inflationary model has a known embedding in
high energy physics (such as string theory or supergrav-
ity) the decay rates Γχ and Γϕ could in principle be calcu-
lated, though in practice these quantities receive compli-
cated corrections due to plasma effects which in general
make them time dependent [63]. For the purposes of this
paper we will treat them as constant free parameters,
with the only restriction being that their values must be
compatible with cosmological constraints. One essential
constraint on the decay rates comes from the fact that
both fields must have decayed and their decay products
must have thermalized before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis.
In most scenarios a much more stringent constraint comes
from requiring that decay and thermalization must have
completed before dark matter decoupling, which presum-
ably happened at a much higher temperature determined
by the details of the dark matter model. This constraint
is necessary to guarantee that there do not persist non–
adiabatic fluctuations which would allow for further su-
per Hubble evolution of the curvature perturbation, and
which are currently not observed in data [11]. Upper
limits on the decay rates are set by requiring that the
fields do not begin decaying until after the end of in-
flation. Observational constraints on the amplitude of
primordial tensor fluctuations set a maximum value for
the inflationary energy density, which then gives an up-
per bound on the decay rates of the fields. As we will
see below, observational predictions depend only on the
dimensionless ratio of decay rates
R ≡ Γχ
Γϕ
. (5)
The most conservative constraints on R, without making
additional assumptions about dark matter decoupling or
the rate of thermalization are given by4 10−19  R 
1019. Particular models with a lower scale of inflation,
with dark matter decoupling taking place significantly
before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, or a long thermaliza-
tion period [64] will only be viable in a narrower range
of R.
These constraints allow values of R which span many
orders of magnitude, and hence reheating may take many
e–foldings to complete. Such long reheating phases can
affect the expansion history after inflation, and as such
can affect the region of the inflationary potential to which
observations are sensitive.
A. δN and Observables
The δN formalism [48, 65, 66] has been used extensively
throughout the literature to compute the primordial cur-
vature perturbation and its statistics. The formalism re-
lates ζ to the number of e–foldings of expansion
N(t∗ , tc) =
∫ tc
t∗
H(t)dt, (6)
which is evaluated from an initial flat hypersurface to a
final uniform density hypersurface. The perturbation in
the number of e–foldings, δN , is the difference between
4 This range is derived by taking [1016 GeV]4 as the maximum
energy density during inflation which is set by the current ob-
servational constraint on primordial tensor modes, and [1 MeV]4
as the minimum energy density at the completion of reheating
which is set by the energy density at Big Bang Nucleosynthesis.
5the curvature perturbations on the initial and final hy-
persurfaces. We take the initial time, denoted by t∗, to be
Hubble exit during inflation and the final time, denoted
by tc, to be a time deep in the radiation dominated era
when reheating has completed. The curvature pertur-
bation is then given by [48] (see [67] for the covariant
approach)
ζ = δN =
∑
I
N,IδφI∗ +
1
2
∑
IJ
N,IJδφI∗δφJ∗ + · · · , (7)
where N,I = ∂N/(∂φ
I
∗) and the index I runs over ϕ and
χ. In general, N(t∗, tc) depends on the fields, φI(t), and
their first time derivatives, φ˙I(t), however, if the slow–
roll conditions, 3Hφ˙I ' −W,I , are satisfied at Hubble
exit, then N depends only on φI∗. In order to make
use of this formalism, we need to work on super Hubble
scales, where the evolution of the universe at each po-
sition (the local evolution) is given by the evolution of
some unperturbed universe up to small corrections. This
is the ‘separate universe’ assumption [68, 69]. The statis-
tics of ζ can then be evaluated once the evolution of a
family of such universes is known.
The decay products ρϕγ and ρ
χ
γ remain effectively un-
perturbed at Hubble exit (since they do not yet exist) and
so they do not feature in the Taylor expansion Eq. (7).
Furthermore, since we assume that the decay products ρϕγ
and ρχγ are produced in thermal equilibrium, each sepa-
rate super Hubble sized patch remains perfectly homoge-
neous. The decay products do however contribute to the
expansion rate (and hence to ζ) through Eq. (6) once the
fields ϕ and χ begin to decay – specifically when Γϕ and
Γχ are allowed to be non–zero in Eqs. (2) and (3) during
oscillation of the fields.
The power spectrum and bispectrum (in Fourier space)
are given by
〈ζk1ζk2〉 ≡ (2pi)3δ 3(k1 + k2)
2pi2
k31
Pζ(k1) , (8)
〈ζk1 ζk2 ζk3〉 ≡ (2pi)3δ 3(k1 + k2 + k3)Bζ(k1, k2, k3) .(9)
From this we can define three quantities of key observa-
tional interest, respectively the scalar spectral index, the
tensor–to–scalar ratio, and the non–linearity parameter
nζ − 1 ≡ ∂ logPζ
∂ log k
, (10)
rT =
PT
Pζ =
8P∗
M2pPζ
, (11)
fNL =
5
6
k31k
3
2k
3
3
k31 + k
3
2 + k
3
3
Bζ(k1, k2, k3)
4pi4P2ζ
. (12)
Here P∗ is the power spectrum of the scalar field fluctu-
ations and PT = 8P∗/M2p = 8H2∗/(4pi2M2p) is the power
spectrum of the tensor fluctuations. As defined above,
fNL is shape dependent, but it has been shown that the
shape dependent part is much less than one [34, 70] for
local non–Gaussianity. In this paper we will primarily be
interested in models which can generate an observably
large non–Gaussianity, and so we calculate only the shape
independent part of fNL, which is local in real space [71].
This can, along with nζ and rT , be calculated by appeal-
ing to the δN formalism,
Pζ =
∑
I
N2,IP∗, (13)
nζ − 1 = −2∗ + 2
H∗
∑
IJ ϕ˙J∗N,JIN,I∑
K N
2
,K
, (14)
fNL =
5
6
∑
IJ N,IJN,IN,J(∑
I N
2
,I
)2 . (15)
The tightest constraints on these three observables cur-
rently come from the Planck CMB experiment [72, 73]
nζ = 0.9624± 0.0075 (95% CL) , (16)
rT < 0.12 (95% CL) , (17)
f localNL = 2.7± 5.8 (68% CL) . (18)
Looking ahead, complementary probes (such as clus-
ter number counts as seen by the Dark Energy Survey
(DES) [74], or 21 cm measurements [75]) may provide
constraints on local–type non–Gaussianity that are com-
petitive with Planck.
III. SUDDEN DECAY CALCULATION
In this section we will present the calculation of the
effects of reheating using the sudden decay approxima-
tion. This approximation is motivated by the fact that
we are primarily interested in how the energy density of
the fields and their decay products change with time. In
the presence of non–adiabatic fluctuations, the curvature
perturbation on super Hubble scales evolves whenever
the total pressure of the universe is not a function of the
total energy density [68]. If all components of the uni-
verse have the same equation of state, then the curvature
perturbation does not evolve outside the Hubble radius,
even though non–adiabatic fluctuations may persist. To
a very a good approximation, this is the case for a period
after inflation while both fields are coherently oscillating
and before either field has decayed appreciably into radi-
ation. If one field decays into radiation before the other,
then the pressure of the universe is not a function of
its total energy density, and the curvature perturbation
will evolve outside the Hubble radius during this period.
After the remaining field decays into radiation, all of the
components of the universe redshift in the same way, and
the curvature perturbation will no longer evolve on su-
per Hubble scales. If we make the further assumption
that the decay products of both fields come to local ther-
mal and chemical equilibrium with no non–zero quantum
numbers, then the fluctuations become adiabatic and the
curvature perturbation and its correlation functions will
be conserved thereafter for all modes which are outside
6the Hubble radius [19, 20]. This assumption is necessary
to ensure that the curvature perturbation does not un-
dergo further evolution during subsequent phases of the
universe. For example, if local thermal equilibrium were
not achieved, and non–adiabatic perturbations persisted
the curvature perturbation could evolve during and af-
ter the phase of dark matter decoupling. In Ref. [76]
the possible survival of a non–adiabatic pressure pertur-
bation during reheating was considered. Even allowing
for possibility that the inflationary fields decay into both
radiation and matter, the isocurvature mode quickly be-
came negligible in all models that the authors studied;
however, this need not always be the case.
While the sudden decay approximation does not prop-
erly treat the gradual transition from an oscillating scalar
field to a radiation bath, the behavior far from this tran-
sition period and thus the resulting ratios of energy den-
sities are well captured by the approximation, and as we
will see below, this is enough to quite accurately repro-
duce the effects of reheating on primordial observables.
Some time after the end of inflation, the fields ϕ and
χ oscillate coherently about quadratic minima such that
the energy density in each field redshifts like that of pres-
sureless dust when averaged over several oscillations. We
label the times at which ϕ and χ begin their oscillations
as tϕosc and t
χ
osc respectively. The dynamics of each field
are then described by a barotropic fluid with vanishing
pressure. We assume that these matter fluids, ρϕ and ρχ,
scale as a−3 and do not interact with their decay prod-
ucts until they instantly decay at tϕdec and t
χ
dec. These
dynamics are illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the absence of interactions, each fluid with
barotropic equation of state, such as radiation or mat-
ter, has an individually conserved curvature perturba-
tion [49, 69]:
ζI = δN +
1
3
∫ ρI(t,x)
ρ¯I(t)
dρ˜I
ρ˜I + PI(ρ˜I)
. (19)
Here, δN is the perturbed amount of expansion, as de-
fined in Eq. (7), and ρ(t,x) and P denote the local en-
ergy density and pressure respectively. In this notation,
adiabatic fluctuations are those for which ζI = ζ for all
constituents of the universe. Fluctuations in the energy
density of each fluid (generated by the initial quantum
fluctuations of the fields at Hubble exit) lead to a local
energy density which is related to the background (un-
perturbed) density ρ¯(t) as follows:
ρϕ(t,x) = ρ¯ϕ(t) + δρϕ(t,x) ,
ρχ(t,x) = ρ¯χ(t) + δρχ(t,x) . (20)
We will always use a bar to denote homogeneous, unper-
turbed quantities.
The underlying assumption of the sudden decay ap-
proximation is that these fluids decay instantly into ra-
diation when the Hubble rate H becomes equal to the
ργφµ a-4
ρφµ a-3
ργχµ a-4
ρχµ a-3
tχdectφdectχosctφoscte
r
Ωφ,dec 
log
[ρ I
] (
arb
 un
its
)
time (arb units)
FIG. 1. A typical sudden decay energy diagram illustrating
the dynamics of the reheating stage in the regime R < 1. We
label the end of inflation, te, the start of ϕ and χ oscillations,
tϕosc and t
χ
osc, and the times at which these fields instantly
decay, tϕdec and t
χ
dec. Reheating completes immediately after
tχdec, when the universe is totally radiation dominated. We
also label two important density ratios Ωϕ,dec ≡ ρ¯ϕρ¯ϕ+ρ¯χ
∣∣∣
t
ϕ
dec
and r ≡ 3ρ¯χ
3ρ¯χ+4ρ¯
ϕ
γ
∣∣∣
t
χ
dec
, which are first defined in Eqs. (27)
and (45) respectively.
decay rate of each field5:
H(tϕdec) = Γϕ , H(t
χ
dec) = Γχ . (21)
The approximation Eq. (21) is most reliable when the de-
cay rates are weak (that is when Γϕ  mϕ and Γχ  mχ
where mϕ and mχ are the masses of the fields), such
that each field has undergone several coherent oscilla-
tions before decaying. As we shall see shortly, it is only
the ratio of decay rates R (as defined in Eq. (5)) that is
important, and so we always choose to work in the weak
coupling regime. In the derivation of this section, we
restrict ourselves to the regime tχdec > t
ϕ
dec, that is, the
regime where ϕ decays before χ, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
which is equivalent to R < 1. The other regime where
tχdec < t
ϕ
dec (R > 1) follows straightforwardly, by exchang-
ing the labels ϕ and χ. For our sudden decay calculation
to be valid, the first field to decay must do so when the
other field is oscillating. One could modify the formalism
slightly to allow for the first field to decay before the on-
set of oscillations in the other field, but we will not treat
that case explicitly here.
A key point in calculating observables in the sudden
decay approximation is that the decay hypersurfaces are
5 Our results are not affected if instead we assume that each field
decays when H = cΓ for some constant c, since observables de-
pend only on the ratio of decay rates.
7surfaces of uniform energy density. Let us first consider
the ϕ decay hypersurface, on which
ρϕ(t
ϕ
dec,x) + ρχ(t
ϕ
dec,x) = ρ¯tot(t
ϕ
dec) . (22)
From Eq. (21), we see that ρ¯tot(t
ϕ
dec) must be defined by
the condition
3M2pΓ
2
ϕ = ρ¯tot(t
ϕ
dec) = ρϕ(t
ϕ
dec) + ρχ(t
ϕ
dec) . (23)
While the total energy density on the decay surface must
be uniform, the individual ϕ and χ densities on the decay
surface may be inhomogeneous. From Eq. (19) we can
express the curvature perturbation on uniform ρϕ and
uniform ρχ hypersurfaces at t
ϕ
dec as
ζϕ = ζdec +
1
3
ln
(
ρϕ
ρ¯ϕ
)
tϕdec
,
ζχ = ζdec +
1
3
ln
(
ρχ
ρ¯χ
)
tϕdec
, (24)
where ζdec is the total curvature perturbation on the de-
cay surface, ζdec ≡ ζ(tϕdec) = δN . From this point on, all
unbarred quantities will have an implicit dependence on
position, while barred quantities have no spatial depen-
dence. This allows us to express the energy densities of
the fields on the ϕ decay hypersurface as
ρϕ = ρ¯ϕe
3(ζϕ−ζdec) , ρχ = ρ¯χe3(ζχ−ζdec) . (25)
From the requirement that the total density is uniform
on the decay surface, i.e., Eq. (22), we have
Ωϕ,dece
3(ζϕ−ζdec) + (1− Ωϕ,dec)e3(ζχ−ζdec) = 1 , (26)
where we have defined the quantity
Ωϕ,dec ≡ ρ¯ϕ
ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯χ
∣∣∣∣
tϕdec
. (27)
The dimensionless density parameter Ωϕ,dec is an impor-
tant quantity in determining the dynamics of ζ during
reheating. It represents a ratio of energy densities at
the time of decay of the ϕ field, which is illustrated in
the schematic Fig. 1. The non–linear expression Eq. (26)
relates the curvature perturbation on a constant energy
hypersurface at the time of decay of ϕ to the curvature
perturbations on surfaces of constant ρϕ and ρχ.
In the sudden decay approximation, the energy density
in the field ϕ immediately before tϕdec is converted into
radiation immediately after tϕdec, and so we have
ρϕγ (t
ϕ
dec,x) = ρϕ(t
ϕ
dec,x) . (28)
From Eq. (19) we can express the curvature perturbation
on a surface of constant ρϕγ just after t
ϕ
dec as
ζϕγ = ζdec +
1
4
ln
(
ρϕγ
ρ¯ϕγ
)
tϕdec
, (29)
which gives
ρ¯ϕγ (t
ϕ
dec)e
4(ζϕγ−ζdec) = ρ¯ϕ(t
ϕ
dec)e
3(ζϕ−ζdec) . (30)
This relation must be true even in the absence of fluctu-
ations, and so ρ¯ϕγ (t
ϕ
dec) = ρ¯ϕ(t
ϕ
dec), and we find
ζϕγ =
3
4
ζϕ +
1
4
ζdec . (31)
This expression provides the matching condition for the
curvature perturbation on surfaces of uniform ρϕ and uni-
form ργϕ on either side of the decay time t
ϕ
dec. From this
time until the decay of the χ field at tχdec, the universe
is filled with two fluids whose energy densities scale dif-
ferently: ρϕγ which is scaling as radiation, and ρχ, which
is still scaling like pressureless dust. Hence during this
time, ζ and its statistics will evolve in the presence of
non–adiabatic fluctuations. Remember however that be-
tween tϕdec and t
χ
dec, the individual curvature perturba-
tions ζχ and ζ
ϕ
γ describing each fluid are conserved. On
the χ decay hypersurface, we have
ρχ(t
χ
dec,x) + ρ
ϕ
γ (t
χ
dec,x) = ρ¯tot(t
χ
dec) , (32)
where ρ¯tot(t
χ
dec) is defined by the condition
3M2pΓ
2
χ = ρ¯tot(t
χ
dec) = ρχ(t
χ
dec) + ρ
ϕ
γ (t
χ
dec) . (33)
The curvature perturbation on uniform ρχ and uniform
ρϕγ energy density hypersurfaces read
ζχ = ζ +
1
3
ln
(
ρχ
ρ¯χ
)
tχdec
,
ζϕγ = ζ +
1
4
ln
(
ρϕγ
ρ¯ϕγ
)
tχdec
, (34)
where ζ is the curvature perturbation on the uniform
energy density hypersurface at time tχdec. It immediately
follows that
ρχ = ρ¯χe
3(ζχ−ζ) , ρϕγ = ρ¯
ϕ
γ e
4(ζϕγ−ζ) , (35)
which allows us to express Eq. (32) as
(1− Ωχ,dec)e4(ζϕγ−ζ) + Ωχ,dece3(ζχ−ζ) = 1 , (36)
where we have defined the quantity
Ωχ,dec ≡ ρ¯χ
ρ¯χ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ
∣∣∣∣
tχdec
. (37)
We have, by means of Eq. (36), a non–linear relation
that specifies ζ in terms of ζχ and ζ
ϕ
γ . Since we assume
that the decay products ρϕγ and ρ
χ
γ are produced in lo-
cal thermal and chemical equilibrium with no non–zero
conserved quantum numbers, the fluctuations quickly be-
come adiabatic, so ζ and its correlation functions will
subsequently be conserved for all modes outside the Hub-
ble radius [19, 20]. Therefore, the statistics of ζ appear-
ing in Eq. (36) are those which are relevant for primordial
8observables. Now we can solve Eq. (36) for ζ, which we
do order by order, i.e.,
ζ = ζ(1) +
∞∑
n=2
1
n!
ζ(n) . (38)
Since we are interested in calculating fNL, we will work
to second order in ζ. This requires an expression for ζϕγ
at second order, which in turn requires an expression for
ζdec at second order.
By expanding Eq. (26) to first and second order we
obtain
ζ
(1)
dec = Ωϕ,decζ
(1)
ϕ + (1− Ωϕ,dec) ζ(1)χ , (39)
and
ζ
(2)
dec = Ωϕ,decζ
(2)
ϕ + (1− Ωϕ,dec) ζ(2)χ
+ 3Ωϕ,dec
(
ζ(1)ϕ − ζ(1)dec
)2
+ 3 (1− Ωϕ,dec)
(
ζ(1)χ − ζ(1)dec
)2
(40)
respectively. These two equations enable us to express
ζϕγ (Eq. (31)) at first and second order as
ζϕ (1)γ =
1
4
(3 + Ωϕ,dec) ζ
(1)
ϕ +
1
4
(1− Ωϕ,dec) ζ(1)χ , (41)
and
ζϕ (2)γ =
1
4
(3 + Ωϕ,dec) ζ
(2)
ϕ +
1
4
(1− Ωϕ,dec) ζ(1)χ
+
3
4
(Ωϕ,dec − Ω2ϕ,dec)
(
ζ(1)ϕ − ζ(1)χ
)2
, (42)
respectively. We now expand Eq. (36), to first order and
substitute ζ
ϕ (1)
γ from Eq. (41) to find
ζ(1) = (1−A)ζ(1)ϕ +Aζ(1)χ , (43)
where we have defined
A ≡ 1
4
(1 + 3r − Ωϕ,dec + rΩϕ,dec) , (44)
and
r ≡ 3ρ¯χ
3ρ¯χ + 4ρ¯
ϕ
γ
∣∣∣∣
tχdec
. (45)
The dimensionless density parameter r represents a ratio
of energy densities at the time of decay of the second
field, which is illustrated in the schematic Fig. 1.
At second order, after substituting for ζ
ϕ (1)
γ , ζ
ϕ (2)
γ and
ζ(1), (Eqs. (41), (42), and (43) respectively) we obtain
ζ(2) = (1−A)ζ(2)ϕ +Aζ(2)χ + B
(
ζ(1)ϕ − ζ(1)χ
)2
, (46)
where
B ≡ 1
16
(1− r) [9r(3 + r) + Ω2ϕ,dec(r2 + 3r − 12)
+ 6Ωϕ,dec(r
2 + 3r + 2)
]
. (47)
Eqs. (43) and (46) are the expressions for the final con-
served curvature perturbation at first and second order
at the end of reheating. Since Ωϕ,dec and r are bounded
between 0 and 1, the functions A and B are bounded
between 0 and 1 also.
Our use of the sudden decay approximation to follow
the evolution of ζ is very similar to that found in Ref. [56],
where the authors considered the decay of two curvaton
fields in a radiation bath. Indeed, if in Ref. [56], one con-
sistently takes the limit where the density of the radiation
bath and its perturbation vanishes, Eqs. (64) and (96)
of [56] are equivalent to Eqs. (43) and (46) above. While
our use of the sudden decay approximation is similar to
Ref. [56], our subsequent application of the approxima-
tion is slightly different. In particular, we place no con-
straint on the form of the potentials U(ϕ) and V (χ) away
from the minimum, and we allow for the onset of oscil-
lations to be influenced by the dynamics of both fields.
Furthermore, we consistently account for fluctuations in
the dominant field, which is necessary for establishing the
maximum and minimum attainable values of primordial
observables given a particular inflationary model.
Notice that we recover the standard curvaton results
in the limit Ωϕ,dec → 1 and ζϕ → 0.
The case of tχdec < t
ϕ
dec follows through exactly the
same way with the roles of ϕ and χ reversed; in this case
we find
ζ(1) = (1− A˜)ζ(1)χ + A˜ζ(1)ϕ ,
ζ(2) = (1− A˜)ζ(2)χ + A˜ζ(2)ϕ +
∼B
(
ζ(1)ϕ − ζ(1)χ
)2
. (48)
Here, A˜ and ∼B are defined as
A˜ ≡ 1
4
(1 + 3r˜ − Ω˜χ,dec + r˜Ω˜χ,dec) , (49)
and
∼B ≡ 1
16
(1− r˜)
[
9r˜(3 + r˜) + Ω˜2χ,dec(r˜
2 + 3r˜ − 12)
+ 6Ω˜χ,dec(r˜
2 + 3r˜ + 2)
]
, (50)
where
r˜ ≡ 3ρ¯ϕ
3ρ¯ϕ + 4ρ¯
χ
γ
∣∣∣∣
tϕdec
, (51)
and
Ω˜χ,dec ≡ ρ¯χ
ρ¯χ + ρ¯ϕ
∣∣∣∣
tχdec
. (52)
Notice that when R = 1, such that tϕdec = t
χ
dec, we have
Ω˜χ,dec = 1−Ωϕ,dec, and so we find A˜ = Ωϕ,dec = (1−A)
and
∼B= 3Ωϕ,dec(1 − Ωϕ,dec) = B. As a result Eqs. (43)
and (46) and Eq. (48) are equally valid at R = 1.
As shown above, the energy ratios r and r˜ play an
important role in determining the final value of ζ after
9reheating. On the other hand, these quantities are not
input parameters of the theory, and instead are deter-
mined by the inflationary potential and the decay rates
of the fields. Within the confines of the sudden decay
approximation, r and r˜ can be directly related to the
ratio of decay rates R, which we will now demonstrate.
We find however that this is one area where the sudden
decay approximation falls short. We provide more accu-
rate expressions which relate these energy ratios to R in
Section IV.
We will focus on the case where ϕ decays first, and
simply state the result for the opposite case. We will
make use of the parameter Ωχ,dec which was defined in
Eq. (37) as
Ωχ,dec ≡ ρ¯χ
ρ¯χ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ
∣∣∣∣∣
tχdec
. (53)
Using the fact that in the sudden decay approximation,
between the time tϕdec and t
χ
dec, the energy density of the
field χ redshifts as pressureless dust while the decay prod-
ucts of the field ϕ redshift as radiation, this expression
can be rewritten as
Ωχ,dec =
ρ¯χ(t
ϕ
dec)
(
a(tϕdec)
a(tχdec)
)3
ρ¯χ(t
ϕ
dec)
(
a(tϕdec)
a(tχdec)
)3
+ ρ¯ϕ(t
ϕ
dec)
(
a(tϕdec)
a(tχdec)
)4 . (54)
We solve this expression for the ratio of the scale factors
at times tϕdec and t
χ
dec which can be rewritten in terms of
r as
a(tϕdec)
a(tχdec)
=
3(1− r)(1− Ωϕ,dec)
4rΩϕ,dec
. (55)
Now, since the Hubble rate is equal to Γϕ at time t
ϕ
dec
and equal to Γχ at t
χ
dec, we can write
R2 =
ρ¯χ(t
ϕ
dec)
(
a(tϕdec)
a(tχdec)
)3
+ ρ¯ϕ(t
ϕ
dec)
(
a(tϕdec)
a(tχdec)
)4
ρ¯χ(t
ϕ
dec) + ρ¯ϕ(t
ϕ
dec)
, (56)
and using Eq. (55) gives
R2 =
27(1− Ωϕ,dec)4(1− r)3(3 + r)
256r4Ω3ϕ,dec
for R ≤ 1 .
(57)
This equation gives the relation between R and r for the
sudden decay approximation in the regime R ≤ 1. The
case of R ≥ 1 follows straightforwardly, and gives
R2 =
[
27(1− Ω˜χ,dec)4(1− r˜)3(3 + r˜)
256r˜4Ω˜3χ,dec
]−1
for R ≥ 1 .
(58)
These expressions are not exact when the fields decay
gradually into radiation, however, they show that it is
only the ratio of decay rates, and not the individual de-
cay rates, which is important for calculating primordial
observables. A more accurate picture which captures the
effect of the gradual decay of the fields is discussed in
Section IV, and in that case also, only the ratio of decay
rates plays a role for calculating observables.
Eqs. (43) and (46) also depend upon the curvature per-
turbations ζϕ and ζχ at first and second order, which are
seeded by quantum fluctuations of the fields ϕ and χ at
Hubble exit. These quantities generically evolve during
multiple–field inflation. For example, if inflation takes
place close to a ridge or a valley in the potential W (ϕ, χ),
the classical background trajectory may undergo a ‘turn’
in field space, which will cause ζϕ and ζχ (and hence the
total ζ) to evolve outside of the Hubble radius. With
appropriate levels of fine–tuning, this mechanism has
been shown to generate a large f localNL during multiple–
field inflation [77]. The curvature perturbations ζϕ and
ζχ will generally continue to evolve until the adiabatic
limit is reached, at which point they become equal and
conserved [16, 17, 78]. Whether conservation is achieved
before the end of inflation depends upon the specifics
of the inflationary model. However, regardless of these
specifics, it is guaranteed that ζϕ and ζχ will (to a very
good approximation) be conserved quantities during the
period where both fields are coherently oscillating, and
before either field has decayed appreciably into radiation.
Within the framework of sudden decay, ζϕ and ζχ are in-
dividually and exactly conserved between tϕosc and t
ϕ
dec,
and tχosc and t
χ
dec respectively, and hence it is sufficient to
compute them at tϕosc and t
χ
osc.
Unfortunately, it is not yet known how to analyti-
cally compute ζϕ and ζχ for arbitrary potentials. Some
progress is possible for models with a separable potential
during slow–roll; however, there are significant challenges
with non–separable potentials and with moving beyond
slow roll within the formalisms that currently exist, such
as the δN formalism [48, 65, 66], moment transport meth-
ods [79], gradient expansion techniques [80, 81], etc.
Despite such technical limitations, we show in the fol-
lowing section that there exists a universal form for ζϕ
and ζχ under rather mild assumptions. Furthermore, the
structure of our final expressions for ζϕ and ζχ allows
us to make some very general statements about the im-
pact of reheating on the primordial observables, without
having to calculate their numerical values in all cases.
A. Analytic Form of ζ
(1,2)
ϕ and ζ
(1,2)
χ
In this section we will show that the forms of ζ
(1,2)
ϕ
and ζ
(1,2)
χ are quite universal, even if we do not yet have
a method to analytically calculate their numerical values
in all cases. We will assume only that the slow–roll ap-
proximation provides a valid description of the evolution
within a few e–foldings of Hubble exit for the relevant
modes. For the sake of definiteness, let us define a time
ta which is well after Hubble exit for all relevant modes,
but early enough such that the slow–roll approximation is
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still valid for both fields. We will not need to specify pre-
cisely the condition which determines ta, but one could
define it as the time when one of the slow–roll parameters
becomes larger than some fixed value, for example.
For a potential of the form W (ϕ, χ) = U(ϕ)+V (χ), the
number of e–foldings from some initially flat hypersurface
at time t∗ up to a hypersurface defined by ta is given in
the slow–roll approximation by [71]
Na = − 1
M2p
∫ ϕa
ϕ∗
U(ϕ)
U ′(ϕ)
dϕ− 1
M2p
∫ χa
χ∗
V (χ)
V ′(χ)
dχ , (59)
and as long as the slow–roll approximation is valid, there
exists a conserved quantity
C ≡ −M2p
∫ ϕ
ϕ0
1
U ′(ϕ′)
dϕ′ +M2p
∫ χ
χ0
1
V ′(χ)
dχ′ , (60)
where (ϕ0, χ0) is an arbitrarily chosen point in field space.
By using the slow–roll equations of motion, one can see
explicitly that C˙ = 0. Each trajectory in field space is
then labeled by a value of C which can be used to relate
initial field values to those at a later time.6 To do this,
we note that we can write
dϕa =
dϕa
dC
(
∂C
∂ϕ∗
dϕ∗ +
∂C
∂χ∗
dχ∗
)
,
dχa =
dχa
dC
(
∂C
∂ϕ∗
dϕ∗ +
∂C
∂χ∗
dχ∗
)
. (61)
By differentiating Eq. (60) we find
∂C
∂ϕ∗
= −M
2
p
U ′∗
,
∂C
∂χ∗
= +
M2p
V ′∗
. (62)
Now, let us write the condition which defines the time ta
as
f(ϕa, χa) = 0 , (63)
where f(ϕ, χ) is some function which is local in the field
values.7 Differentiating this condition with respect to C,
we find
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣
a
dϕa
dC
= − ∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣∣
a
dχa
dC
. (64)
Differentiating (60) evaluated at ta with respect to C
then gives
1 = −M
2
p
U ′a
dϕa
dC
+
M2p
V ′a
dχa
dC
, (65)
6 For a fuller discussion of how this conserved quantity is con-
structed in more general scenarios, see Ref. [16].
7 For example, we could define f(ϕ, χ) ≡ zM2pU ′′− (U +V ) which
would then fix ta as the time labeling the hypersurface on which
ηϕ = z for some constant z.
and using (64) allows us to write
dϕa
dC
= −M−2p
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣∣
a
 U ′aV ′a
U ′a
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣
a
+ V ′a
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣
a
 ,
dχa
dC
= M−2p
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣
a
 U ′aV ′a
U ′a
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣
a
+ V ′a
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣
a
 . (66)
Putting this together, we find
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
=
1
U ′∗
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣∣
a
 U ′aV ′a
U ′a
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣
a
+ V ′a
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣
a
 ,
∂ϕa
∂χ∗
= − 1
V ′∗
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣∣
a
 U ′aV ′a
U ′a
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣
a
+ V ′a
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣
a
 ,
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
= − 1
U ′∗
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣
a
 U ′aV ′a
U ′a
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣
a
+ V ′a
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣
a
 ,
∂χa
∂χ∗
=
1
V ′∗
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣
a
 U ′aV ′a
U ′a
∂f
∂ϕ
∣∣∣
a
+ V ′a
∂f
∂χ
∣∣∣
a
 . (67)
These expressions can be used to calculate the pertur-
bation to the number of e-foldings during the slow–roll
phase through the following expression
dNa =
1
M2p
[(
U
U ′
)
∗
− ∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
(
U
U ′
)
a
− ∂χa
∂ϕ∗
(
V
V ′
)
a
]
dϕ∗
+
1
M2p
[(
V
V ′
)
∗
− ∂ϕa
∂χ∗
(
U
U ′
)
a
− ∂χa
∂χ∗
(
V
V ′
)
a
]
dχ∗ .
(68)
In order to calculate observable quantities, we need
to derive expressions for ζϕ and ζχ after the onset of
coherent oscillations of each field, which are the curva-
ture perturbations on surfaces of constant ρϕ and ρχ,
respectively. That is, if Nϕ and Nχ are the number of
e–foldings from some initially flat hypersurface to sur-
faces of constant ρϕ and ρχ, respectively, then we have
ζϕ = δN
ϕ and ζχ = δN
χ. These quantities are conserved
during the phase of coherent oscillations in the absence
of interactions between the fluids up until the decay of
each field. Let us write these quantities as
Nϕ = Na +NB ,
Nχ = Na +NC , (69)
where NB and NC are defined by
NB =
∫ tϕosc
ta
H dt ,
NC =
∫ tχosc
ta
H dt . (70)
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While it is assumed that the slow–roll approximation is
valid from Hubble exit to the time ta such that the quan-
tity Na is given by Eq. (59), no such assumption is made
for the period after the time ta. On the other hand, re-
gardless of the specific form of NB and NC , these quanti-
ties are determined entirely by the field values at the time
ta and the condition which defines coherent oscillations
for each field. Specifically, there is no explicit depen-
dence on the field values at Hubble exit in NB and NC ,
and changes in ϕ∗ and χ∗ affect these quantities only im-
plicitly through the dependence on ϕa and χa. In other
words, we may write
∂NB
∂ϕ∗
=
∂NB
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
+
∂NB
∂χa
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
,
∂NB
∂χ∗
=
∂NB
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂χ∗
+
∂NB
∂χa
∂χa
∂χ∗
, (71)
and likewise for NC . Since NB and NC do not depend
explicitly on ϕ∗ and χ∗, the dependence on the conditions
at Hubble exit enter only through the derivatives given
in Eq. (67).
We are now in a position to work out the form of ζϕ
and ζχ. At first order, we have
ζ(1)ϕ =δN
ϕ(1) =
[
∂Na
∂ϕ∗
+
∂NB
∂ϕ∗
]
δϕ∗ +
[
∂Na
∂χ∗
+
∂NB
∂χ∗
]
δχ∗ ,
ζ(1)χ =δN
χ(1) =
[
∂Na
∂ϕ∗
+
∂NC
∂ϕ∗
]
δϕ∗ +
[
∂Na
∂χ∗
+
∂NC
∂χ∗
]
δχ∗ ,
(72)
and using Eqs. (68) and (67) this can be written as
ζ(1)ϕ =
[
1
M2p
[(
U
U ′
)
∗
− ∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
(
U
U ′
)
a
− ∂χa
∂ϕ∗
(
V
V ′
)
a
]
+
[
∂NB
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
+
∂NB
∂χa
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
]]
δϕ∗
+
[
1
M2p
[(
V
V ′
)
∗
− ∂ϕa
∂χ∗
(
U
U ′
)
a
− ∂χa
∂χ∗
(
V
V ′
)
a
]
+
[
∂NB
∂ϕa
∂χa
∂χ∗
+
∂NB
∂χa
∂χa
∂χ∗
]]
δχ∗
=
1
M2p
[
U∗
U ′∗
+
1
U ′∗
G
]
δϕ∗ +
1
M2p
[
V∗
V ′∗
− 1
V ′∗
G
]
δχ∗ ,
ζ(1)χ =
[
1
M2p
[(
U
U ′
)
∗
− ∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
(
U
U ′
)
a
− ∂χa
∂ϕ∗
(
V
V ′
)
a
]
+
[
∂NC
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
+
∂NC
∂χa
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
] ]
δϕ∗
+
[
1
M2p
[(
V
V ′
)
∗
− ∂ϕa
∂χ∗
(
U
U ′
)
a
− ∂χa
∂χ∗
(
V
V ′
)
a
]
+
[
∂NC
∂ϕa
∂χa
∂χ∗
+
∂NC
∂χa
∂χa
∂χ∗
] ]
δχ∗
=
1
M2p
[
U∗
U ′∗
+
1
U ′∗
F
]
δϕ∗ +
1
M2p
[
V∗
V ′∗
− 1
V ′∗
F
]
δχ∗ ,
(73)
where we have made the definitions
G = U ′∗
[
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
[
M2p
∂NB
∂ϕa
−
(
U
U ′
)
a
]
+
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
[
M2p
∂NB
∂χa
−
(
V
V ′
)
a
]]
= −V ′∗
[
∂ϕa
∂χ∗
[
M2p
∂NB
∂ϕa
−
(
U
U ′
)
a
]
+
∂χa
∂χ∗
[
M2p
∂NB
∂χa
−
(
V
V ′
)
a
]]
, (74)
F = U ′∗
[
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
[
M2p
∂NC
∂ϕa
−
(
U
U ′
)
a
]
+
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
[
M2p
∂NC
∂χa
−
(
V
V ′
)
a
]]
= −V ′∗
[
∂ϕa
∂χ∗
[
M2p
∂NC
∂ϕa
−
(
U
U ′
)
a
]
+
∂χa
∂χ∗
[
M2p
∂NC
∂χa
−
(
V
V ′
)
a
]]
, (75)
and we have used the relations
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
=
∂ϕa
∂χ∗
(
−V
′
∗
U ′∗
)
,
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
=
∂χa
∂χ∗
(
−V
′
∗
U ′∗
)
, (76)
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which can be seen from Eq. (67). It is then straightfor-
ward to calculate these quantities at second order
ζ(2)ϕ =
1
M2p
[
1− U∗U
′′
∗
U ′∗
2 −
U ′′∗
U ′∗
2G+
1
U ′∗
2K
]
δϕ2∗
+
1
M2p
[
1− V∗V
′′
∗
V ′∗
2 +
V ′′∗
V ′∗
2G+
1
V ′∗
2K
]
δχ2∗
+
1
M2p
[
− 2
U ′∗V ′∗
K
]
δϕ∗δχ∗ ,
ζ(2)χ =
1
M2p
[
1− U∗U
′′
∗
U ′∗
2 −
U ′′∗
U ′∗
2F +
1
U ′∗
2 J
]
δϕ2∗
+
1
M2p
[
1− V∗V
′′
∗
V ′∗
2 +
V ′′∗
V ′∗
2F +
1
V ′∗
2 J
]
δχ2∗
+
1
M2p
[
− 2
U ′∗V ′∗
J
]
δϕ∗δχ∗ , (77)
where the quantities K and J are defined by
K ≡U ′∗
(
∂G
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
+
∂G
∂χa
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
)
=− V ′∗
(
∂G
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂χ∗
+
∂G
∂χa
∂χa
∂χ∗
)
, (78)
J ≡U ′∗
(
∂F
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂ϕ∗
+
∂F
∂χa
∂χa
∂ϕ∗
)
=− V ′∗
(
∂F
∂ϕa
∂ϕa
∂χ∗
+
∂F
∂χa
∂χa
∂χ∗
)
. (79)
It is not possible to calculate the values of F , G, J ,
and K without specifying a particular model. However,
the forms of ζ
(1,2)
ϕ and ζ
(1,2)
χ are given by Eqs. (73) and
(77) for all models with a potential of the form W (ϕ, χ) =
U(ϕ)+V (χ) as long as the slow–roll approximation holds
for at least a short period following Hubble exit. We will
be able to use this information in the following sections to
learn some general lessons about the effects of reheating
on primordial observables.
One case in which the functions F , G, J , and K can
be computed is when the adiabatic limit is achieved dur-
ing slow–roll inflation [16]. When this occurs, the time
ta can be chosen to define a hypersurface of constant en-
ergy density which is also a hypersurface of constant ϕ
and constant χ. In this case, ζϕ = ζχ, and primordial
observables will not be sensitive to the details of reheat-
ing.
B. Energy Densities and Curvature Perturbations
In this section we will show how the curvature pertur-
bations ζ
(1,2)
ϕ and ζ
(1,2)
χ are related to perturbations in
the energy density. We will work out how the functions
F , G, J , and K defined above are related to derivatives
of the energy densities of the oscillating fields, which will
be useful for comparing analytic results with numerical
simulations, and also as a method for calculating the cur-
vature perturbations in the analytic example presented
in Section V B.
Recall from Eq. (19) that on a flat hypersurface (where
δN = 0), while both fields are coherently oscillating, the
energy densities in each of the fields are given by
ρϕ = ρ¯ϕe
3ζϕ , ρχ = ρ¯χe
3ζχ . (80)
Expanding these expressions in terms of δϕ∗ and δχ∗
gives
ζ(1)ϕ =
1
3ρ¯ϕ
(
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗
δϕ∗ +
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂χ∗
δχ∗
)
,
ζ(1)χ =
1
3ρ¯χ
(
∂ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗
δϕ∗ +
∂ρ¯χ
∂χ∗
δχ∗
)
, (81)
at first order, and
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ2∗
δϕ2∗ +
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂χ2∗
δχ2∗ + 2
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗∂χ∗
δϕ∗δχ∗
= 9ρ¯ϕζ
(1)
ϕ
2
+ 3ρ¯ϕζ
(2)
ϕ ,
∂2ρ¯χ
∂ϕ2∗
δϕ2∗ +
∂2ρ¯χ
∂χ2∗
δχ2∗ + 2
∂2ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗∂χ∗
δϕ∗δχ∗
= 9ρ¯χζ
(1)
χ
2
+ 3ρ¯χζ
(2)
χ , (82)
at second order, which by using Eq. (81) can be put into
the form
ζ(2)ϕ =
1
3ρ¯ϕ
[(
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ2∗
− 1
ρ¯ϕ
(
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗
)2)
δϕ2∗
+
(
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂χ2∗
− 1
ρ¯ϕ
(
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂χ∗
)2)
δχ2∗
+2
(
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗∂χ∗
− 1
ρ¯ϕ
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂χ∗
)
δϕ∗δχ∗
]
,
ζ(2)χ =
1
3ρ¯χ
[(
∂2ρ¯χ
∂ϕ2∗
− 1
ρ¯χ
(
∂ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗
)2)
δϕ2∗
+
(
∂2ρ¯χ
∂χ2∗
− 1
ρ¯χ
(
∂ρ¯χ
∂χ∗
)2)
δχ2∗
+2
(
∂2ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗∂χ∗
− 1
ρ¯χ
∂ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗
∂ρ¯χ
∂χ∗
)
δϕ∗δχ∗
]
. (83)
Comparing these expressions with Eqs. (73) and (77),
we find
1
3ρ¯ϕ
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗
=
1
M2p
[
U∗
U ′∗
+
1
U ′∗
G
]
,
1
3ρ¯ϕ
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂χ∗
=
1
M2p
[
V∗
V ′∗
− 1
V ′∗
G
]
,
1
3ρ¯χ
∂ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗
=
1
M2p
[
U∗
U ′∗
+
1
U ′∗
F
]
,
1
3ρ¯χ
∂ρ¯χ
∂χ∗
=
1
M2p
[
V∗
V ′∗
− 1
V ′∗
F
]
, (84)
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and
1
3ρ¯ϕ
(
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ2∗
− 1
ρ¯ϕ
(
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗
)2)
=
1
M2p
[
1− U∗U
′′
∗
U ′∗
2 −
U ′′∗
U ′∗
2G+
1
U ′∗
2K
]
,
1
3ρ¯ϕ
(
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂χ2∗
− 1
ρ¯ϕ
(
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂χ∗
)2)
=
1
M2p
[
1− V∗V
′′
∗
V ′∗
2 +
V ′′∗
V ′∗
2G+
1
V ′∗
2K
]
,
1
3ρ¯ϕ
(
∂2ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗∂χ∗
− 1
ρ¯ϕ
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂χ∗
)
=
1
M2p
[
− 1
U ′∗V ′∗
K
]
,
1
3ρ¯χ
(
∂2ρ¯χ
∂ϕ2∗
− 1
ρ¯χ
(
∂ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗
)2)
=
1
M2p
[
1− U∗U
′′
∗
U ′∗
2 −
U ′′∗
U ′∗
2F +
1
U ′∗
2 J
]
,
1
3ρ¯χ
(
∂2ρ¯χ
∂χ2∗
− 1
ρ¯χ
(
∂ρ¯χ
∂χ∗
)2)
=
1
M2p
[
1− V∗V
′′
∗
V ′∗
2 +
V ′′∗
V ′∗
2F +
1
V ′∗
2 J
]
,
1
3ρ¯χ
(
∂2ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗∂χ∗
− 1
ρ¯χ
∂ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗
∂ρ¯χ
∂χ∗
)
=
1
M2p
[
− 1
U ′∗V ′∗
J
]
.
(85)
Eqs. (84) and (85) will be used below in comparing with
numerical simulations and also in an analytic example as
a method for computing the functions F , G, J , and K.
C. The δN Derivatives
We are now at a stage where we can compute the
derivatives of N which can be assembled into the observ-
able quantities fNL, nζ , and rT . Recall that the curva-
ture perturbation ζ can be expressed as the perturbation
in the number of e–foldings N from an initially flat hy-
persurface at t∗ up to a hypersurface of constant energy
density at tc:
δN = ζ = N,ϕδϕ∗ +N,χδχ∗
+
1
2
N,ϕϕδϕ
2
∗ +
1
2
N,χχδχ
2
∗ +N,ϕχδϕ∗δχ∗
+ . . . . (86)
Hence, using the notation of Eq. (38), we can write
ζ(1) = N,ϕδϕ∗ +N,χδχ∗ ,
ζ(2) = N,ϕϕδϕ
2
∗ +N,χχδχ
2
∗ + 2N,ϕχδϕ∗δχ∗ . (87)
These expressions are equivalent to Eqs. (43) and (46).
Substituting the results for ζ
(1,2)
ϕ and ζ
(1,2)
χ (Eqs. (73)
and Eqs. (77)) in Eqs. (43) and (46), and equating the
coefficients of δϕ∗ and δχ∗ to those in Eq. (87) we obtain
N,ϕ =
1
M2p
[
U∗ + α
U ′∗
]
,
N,χ =
1
M2p
[
V∗ − α
V ′∗
]
,
N,ϕϕ =
1
M2p
[
1 +
−U ′′∗ (U∗ + α) + β
U ′∗
2
]
,
N,χχ =
1
M2p
[
1 +
−V ′′∗ (V∗ − α) + β
V ′∗
2
]
,
N,ϕχ =
−β
M2pU
′∗V ′∗
, (88)
where we have made the definitions
α ≡
{
AF + (1−A)G for R ≤ 1
A˜G+ (1− A˜)F for R ≥ 1 ,
β ≡
 AJ + (1−A)K +
B
M2p
(F −G)2 for R ≤ 1
A˜K + (1− A˜)J +
∼
B
M2p
(F −G)2 for R ≥ 1
.
(89)
Eqs. (88) are the final expressions for the δN derivatives
at the end of reheating.
The quantities α and β are sensitive only to the ratio
of the decay rates, R = Γχ/Γϕ, which explains the in-
sensitivity to reheating that was observed in [46] when
Γχ = Γϕ. Furthermore, we can see that these functions
are completely insensitive to reheating whenever F = G
and J = K. This occurs when the adiabatic limit is
reached during inflation [16], since the condition ζϕ = ζχ
is one way of defining the adiabatic limit. It also occurs,
for example, when the potential is completely symmetric,
and both fields are given the same initial conditions. The
insensitivity to reheating for this case can be understood
by noticing that when ζϕ = ζχ, reheating has the effect of
mixing two fluids with identical properties. Alternatively,
we expect that reheating will have the most dramatic ef-
fects on α and β when F is either much greater or much
less than G and likewise for J and K. This will occur
when the two fields have very different histories leading
up to the onset of coherent oscillations. In general, the
range of values spanned by α and β is determined by the
conditions during inflation through the functions F , G,
J , and K, and reheating has the effect of picking out
a value from this range. Finally, to understand the im-
pact of reheating on observables, we must compare the
magnitude of α to U∗ and V∗ and also the magnitude of
β to U ′′∗ (U∗ + α) and V
′′
∗ (V∗ − α). It is reasonable to
expect that reheating will play a particularly important
role when U∗ is either much less or much greater than
V∗, with α taking intermediate values, and similarly for
β. The examples we present below exhibit this hierarchy
of scales.
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D. Observables
In this section, we will construct primordial observ-
ables which can be used to compare models of two–field
inflation with observational data. The δN formalism re-
lates the derivatives of N calculated above to primordial
observables as described in Section II A.
Using the results of Section III C, the primordial ob-
servables after reheating are given by
Pζ = P∗
M4p
[(
U∗ + α
U ′∗
)2
+
(
V∗ − α
V ′∗
)2]
, (90)
rT = 8M
2
p
[(
U∗ + α
U ′∗
)2
+
(
V∗ − α
V ′∗
)2]−1
, (91)
nζ − 1 =− 2∗ −
2M2p
W∗
[(
U∗ + α
U ′∗
)2
+
(
V∗ − α
V ′∗
)2]−1
×
[[
1− U
′′
∗ (U∗ + α)
U ′∗
2
]
(U∗ + α)
+
[
1− V
′′
∗ (V∗ − α)
V ′∗
2
]
(V∗ − α)
]
, (92)
6
5
fNL =M
2
p
[(
U∗ + α
U ′∗
)2
+
(
V∗ − α
V ′∗
)2]−2
×
[ [
1 +
−U ′′∗ (U∗ + α) + β
U ′∗
2
] [
U∗ + α
U ′∗
]2
+ 2
[ −β
U ′∗V ′∗
] [
U∗ + α
U ′∗
] [
V∗ − α
V ′∗
]
+
[
1 +
−V ′′∗ (V∗ − α) + β
V ′∗
2
] [
V∗ − α
V ′∗
]2 ]
.
(93)
These formulas capture the observable impact of re-
heating following two–field inflation in just two functions,
α and β. Even without detailed knowledge of how to cal-
culate α and β, there are some lessons that can be drawn
from the fact that the observables take this form. Once
the conditions at Hubble exit are fixed, the entire range of
possible predictions can be explored, simply by adjusting
the quantities α and β8. For example, if a future obser-
vation fixes the value of rT , then Eq. (91) gives a relation
between the conditions at Hubble exit and the quantity
α, which also plays a role in determining the other pri-
mordial observables. One can also turn this around and
8 Arbitrarily chosen values of α and β may not be attainable in re-
alistic models, but this procedure may point the way forward for
constructing models with specific combinations of observables.
ask what conditions must be imposed on α, β, and the
potential at Hubble exit to produce large values of fNL.
It can be seen from Eqs. (92) and (93), for example, that
fNL can be made large while keeping nζ − 1 small if
βM2p
[(
U∗+α
U ′∗2
)
−
(
V∗−α
V ′∗2
)]2
[(
U∗+α
U ′∗
)2
+
(
V∗−α
V ′∗
)2]2  1 . (94)
Then, together with Eq. (89), these sorts of relations
can be used to gain a better understanding of the gen-
eral properties of models that produce large local non-
Gaussianity. We intend to explore this in more detail in
future work.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Up to this point, we have worked entirely within the
confines of the sudden decay formalism, approximating
the decay of the fields as instantaneous events which
occur on hypersurfaces of constant energy density.
Furthermore, we have treated the oscillating fields
as perfect fluids by averaging over many oscillations.
In this section we discuss how the observables fNL,
nζ , and rT can be calculated exactly, by numerically
evolving the field Eqs. (2) and (3). By comparing our
sudden decay calculation with numerical simulations, we
describe the modifications that need to be made to the
sudden decay approximation in order to account for the
non–instantaneous nature of the decay, and reconcile the
numerical results.
While still assuming slow–roll at Hubble exit, one can
go beyond the slow–roll approximation (and the condi-
tion of separability of the potential) by computing the
δN derivatives of Eq. (7) numerically. We have writ-
ten a finite–difference code in fortran90 which is able
to quickly and accurately compute two, three (and four)
point statistics of ζ following a phase of perturbative re-
heating for any canonical two–field model.9 The numeri-
cal recipe is as follows. First, the fiducial trajectory em-
anating from {ϕ∗, χ∗} is constructed by solving the full
second order field Eqs. (2) and (3) subject to the Fried-
mann constraint Eq. (4). We assume that the slow–roll
conditions hold at Hubble exit, which uniquely specify
ϕ˙∗ and χ˙∗. A ‘bundle’ containing forty–nine trajecto-
ries is then formed by evolving neighboring trajectories
with slightly perturbed initial conditions, ϕ∗ → ϕ∗+δϕ∗
and χ∗ → χ∗ + δχ∗. Each trajectory in the bundle
is brought to a common energy hypersurface at a time
tc when the universe is completely radiation dominated.
Partial derivatives of N(t∗ , tc) with respect to the field
9 An earlier version of the same code was used in Refs. [46, 82].
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values at Hubble exit are then taken using a seven–point
‘stencil’ finite difference method [83]. This provides a
fast, efficient method for computing nζ , rT , and fNL for
an arbitrary two–field model, valid beyond slow–roll and
through a phase of reheating. Numerical codes based on
the moment transport equations have also been devel-
oped [84].
While conceptually simple, taking the δN derivatives
is technically a challenging computation to perform to
a sufficient level of accuracy. This is particularly true
for calculations at the end of reheating, which require
integrating the field equations over many e–foldings and
over many field oscillations. Cross derivatives such as
N,ϕχ require two finite–difference step–sizes, hϕ = δϕ∗
and hχ = δχ∗, which in general do not take the same
numerical values. One must also ensure that the deriva-
tives are insensitive to the values of hϕ and hχ, while at
the same time minimizing truncation and round–off er-
ror. We find that, in general, a minimum of five points
are required in the finite–difference stencils in order to
keep numerical error to a minimum. We have verified
our code against the only known exact solution beyond
slow–roll, based on a sum separable ansatz for the Hubble
parameter [85].
The reheating parameters Γϕ and Γχ are set to zero
during inflation. It is only when each individual trajec-
tory in the bundle passes through the minimum of its
potential {χmin, ϕmin} for the first time that Γϕ and Γχ
are introduced to the field equations, sourcing the radia-
tion fluids ρϕγ , ρ
χ
γ . In general, for any given trajectory, ϕ
will not reach the minimum of its potential at the same
time as χ, and so Γϕ and Γχ are ‘switched on’ at dif-
ferent times along the same trajectory. Furthermore, for
each field, the foliation of the entire bundle of trajecto-
ries as determined by each trajectory reaching χmin (and
likewise ϕmin) does not in general occur on a surface of
constant energy as it does in the sudden decay formal-
ism, but rather at a surface of constant χmin (and ϕmin).
This choice of reheating surface in our simulations is not
unique, since the definition of the onset of coherent oscil-
lations is ambiguous. For example, we could have instead
introduced the decay terms after, say, the third complete
oscillation, instead of the first pass of the minimum. To
an excellent approximation, we find that our results are
insensitive to this choice, as should be expected from our
sudden decay result, which only depends upon the ratio
R ≡ Γχ/Γϕ.
In our numerical simulations, the fields gradually decay
into radiation, and this renders the notion of the sudden
decay ‘times’ tχdec and t
ϕ
dec ambiguous. We remove this
ambiguity by defining tχdec and t
ϕ
dec in our simulations to
be the times when the energy density stored in the oscil-
lating fields become equal to that of their decay products
ρϕ(t
ϕ
dec) = ρ
ϕ
γ (t
ϕ
dec) , ρχ(t
χ
dec) = ρ
χ
γ (t
χ
dec) . (95)
Taking the above definition for tχdec and t
ϕ
dec, we have
confirmed that the underlying assumption of the sudden
decay formalism, Eq. (21), (which states that H(tϕdec) =
Γϕ and H(t
χ
dec) = Γχ) holds to a high level of accuracy.
Recall that our sudden decay result depends upon two
energy ratios: r for R ≤ 1 (Eq. (45)) and r˜ for R ≥ 1
(Eq. (51)). These energy ratios can be directly related to
R by appealing to the sudden decay approximation (see
the end of Section III). We find, however, that Eqs. (57)
and (58) do not accurately reproduce the numerical so-
lutions for r(R) and r˜(R), and they should not be used
in the calculation of the observables. We include their
derivation in Section III only for completeness. The rea-
son for their failure is that they do not account for the
gradual decay of the fields.
It is at this point that we encounter the modifications
that are required of the sudden decay formalism. Accord-
ing to the sudden decay formalism, χ does not interact
with its decay products until tχdec where it then decays
instantly into radiation (and similarly for ϕ). Since in
reality the fields have been decaying gradually since tϕ,χosc ,
some fraction of radiation density will be present prior to
tχdec. With this in mind, we find that the sudden decay
energy ratio r should be modified to include the density
of the decay products in the following way:
r → rsim ≡
3(ρ¯χ + ρ¯
χ
γ )
3(ρ¯χ + ρ¯
χ
γ ) + 4(ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ )
∣∣∣∣
tχdec
, (96)
where we have used the subscript ‘sim’ (for simulation) to
make clear that this modification is required in order to
reconcile the results of our numerical simulations, which
account for the gradual decay of the fields. Similarly, the
sudden decay energy ratio r˜ becomes
r˜ → r˜sim ≡
3(ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ )
3(ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ ) + 4(ρ¯χ + ρ¯
χ
γ )
∣∣∣∣
tϕdec
. (97)
It is clear that rsim and r˜sim cannot be related to R
through a sudden decay calculation. While this is true,
we can construct fitting functions that relate rsim and
r˜sim to R. We do this by writing the field equations for
χ and ϕ as perfect fluids
ρ˙χ + (3H + Γχ)ρχ = 0 , ρ˙ϕ + (3H + Γϕ)ρϕ = 0 ,
and solving them numerically along side Eqs. (3) and (4)
to determine rsim and r˜sim. This fluid approximation
is valid so long as both fields are coherently oscillating
about quadratic minima. We make use of this fluid de-
scription (rather than evolving the field equations) as it
enables us to construct the fitting functions with relative
ease. In this fluid system, rsim and r˜sim depend only on
two variables: the ratio of decay rates R, and the energy
ratio
Ωϕ,osc ≡ ρ¯ϕ
ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯χ
∣∣∣∣
osc
, (98)
where the subscript ‘osc’ denotes the initial conditions
on the fluids. The density of the decay products ρϕγ and
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FIG. 2. Comparison between the fitting functions for rsim and r˜sim (dashed lines) and the numerical values for rsim and r˜sim
obtained from our field theory simulations (data points). The fitting function for rsim is accurate to better than 3% over the
entire range of R and Ωφ|osc probed by our simulations, while the fitting function for r˜sim is accurate to better than 8%.
ρχγ are zero initially. We find that rsim is well fit as a
function of R and Ωϕ,osc (for R ≤ 1) by
rsim(R,Ωϕ,osc) = 1−
[
p+
q
R
]−v
, (99)
where:
v = 0.60 , q = 0.63
ln Ωϕ
ln (1− Ωϕ)
∣∣∣∣
osc
p =
[
4Ωϕ
3 + Ωϕ
]−1/v
osc
− q . (100)
For R ≥ 1, r˜sim is well fit by
r˜sim(R,Ωϕ,osc) = 1−
[
1 + q˜
√
R
]−v˜
, (101)
where:
v˜ = 1.666 , q˜ =
[
4(1− Ωϕ)
4− Ωϕ
]−1/v˜
osc
− 1 . (102)
While these fitting functions have been obtained by com-
paring to a fluid description, we stress that this is the only
time in this paper that we use a fluid approximation in
our numerical work. When numerically computing ob-
servables in the following sections, we evolve the field
equations as given by Eq. (2).
Importantly, Eqs. (99) and (101) reproduce the val-
ues of rsim and r˜sim obtained from our field theory sim-
ulations. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the nu-
merical data represents the values of rsim and r˜sim ob-
tained from our field theory simulations for the potential
W (ϕ, χ) = 12m
2ϕ2 + 12M
2χ2. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding fit using Eqs. (99) and (101). As can
be seen from the Figure, the fitting function for rsim is
accurate to better than 3% over the entire range of R
and Ωϕ,osc probed by our simulations, while the fitting
function for r˜sim is accurate to better than 8%. For the
examples illustrated in Fig. 2, the value of Ωϕ,osc was cal-
culated numerically. In the following section we present
an inflationary model where Ωϕ,osc may be computed an-
alytically.
Similar modifications are required of the energy ratios
Ωϕ,dec and Ω˜χ,dec (Eqs. (27) and (52) respectively). For
Ωϕ,dec, we let
Ωϕ,dec → Ω simϕ,dec ≡
(ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ )
(ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ ) + (ρ¯χ + ρ¯
χ
γ )
∣∣∣∣
tϕdec
≈ 2ρ¯ϕ
2ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯χ
∣∣∣∣
tϕdec
≈ 2Ωϕ
1 + Ωϕ
∣∣∣∣
osc
. (103)
The first approximate equality is obtained by neglecting
ρ¯χγ (t
ϕ
dec) which is a good approximation in the limit of
small R. The second approximate equality is obtained
by assuming that ρ¯ϕ and ρ¯χ redshift at the same rate
between tosc and t
ϕ
dec. By similar reasoning, the energy
ratio Ω˜χ,dec becomes
Ω˜χ,dec → Ω simχ,dec ≡
(ρ¯χ + ρ¯
χ
γ )
(ρ¯χ + ρ¯
χ
γ ) + (ρ¯ϕ + ρ¯
ϕ
γ )
∣∣∣∣
tχdec
≈ 2ρ¯χ
2ρ¯χ + ρ¯ϕ
∣∣∣∣
tχdec
≈ 2(1− Ωϕ)
2− Ωϕ
∣∣∣∣∣
osc
. (104)
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As we shall see in the next section, these two approxi-
mations work very well when computing the primordial
observables.
Before applying our formalism to specific examples, we
take a moment to summarize our sudden decay calcula-
tion. Our final expressions for the primordial observables
at the completion of reheating are given by Eqs. (90-93).
These expressions are valid for any inflationary potential
that can be written in the form W (ϕ, χ) = U(ϕ) +V (χ),
where U(ϕ) and V (χ) have quadratic minima. Our ana-
lytic results will be most reliable in the regime where the
first field to decay does so when the other field is oscillat-
ing. The details of the inflationary model and the impact
of the reheating phase are captured in two functions, α
and β which are defined in Eq. (89). The details of the
inflationary model are encoded in four functions F , G,
J , and K, which appear in α and β and do not depend
in any way upon reheating. The effects of reheating are
fully described by the reheating functions A and B for
R ≤ 1 (and A˜ and ∼B for R ≥ 1) which also appear in
α and β. These reheating functions are only sensitive
to the ratio R ≡ Γχ/Γϕ of decay rates, and are defined
in Eqs. (44), (47), (49), and (50). They take values be-
tween 0 and 1 depending upon the energy ratios r and r˜.
We have provided fitting functions, Eqs. (99) and (101),
which relate these ratios to R. As R → 0, r → 1 and so
A → 1 and B → 0. As R → ∞, r˜ → 1 and so A˜ → 1
and
∼B→ 0. These reheating functions also depend upon
the energy ratios Ωϕ,dec and Ω˜χ,dec. We have shown in
Eqs. (103) and (104) that these energy ratios can be writ-
ten in terms of a single parameter Ωϕ,osc that is defined
in Eq. (98), and represents the partition of energy density
between the fields at the start of their oscillatory phase.
The complete list of quantities upon which our calcula-
tion depends is thus: the inflationary model functions F ,
G, J , and K and the initial field configuration at Hubble
exit, the partition of energy at the start of oscillations
Ωϕ,osc, and the ratio of decay rates R.
V. EXAMPLES
We now apply the formalism developed in Sections III
and IV, to two concrete examples. The first example
we discuss contains terms that we have thus far been
unable to evaluate analytically, and so we instead rely
on numerical techniques. For the second example, we
construct a fully analytic solution, though we stress that
it should be possible to find other fully analytic examples.
For both examples studied here, we compare the sudden
decay result for rT , nζ , and fNL (Eqs. (91), (92), (93)), to
the predictions obtained from the numerical simulation
introduced in Section IV.
A. Example I: Axion N–flation
In the scenario known as N–flation [86], many axion
fields are used to cooperatively source inflation even if
their potentials are individually too steep.10 The col-
lective potential is comprised of a sum of Nf uncoupled
axions ϕi:
W (ϕ) =
Nf∑
i=1
Λ4i
[
1− cos
(
2pi
fi
ϕi
)]
. (105)
With only a single field present, this model is more com-
monly known as natural inflation [89]. Each axion is fully
described by its decay constant fi and its potential en-
ergy scale Λ4i . The standard arguments show that we
should expect fi ∼ 1016GeV. The mass of each field in
vacuum satisfies m2ϕ(i) = 4pi
2Λ4i /f
2
i . Due to the shift
symmetry ϕi → ϕi + nfi, we can without loss of gener-
ality set the initial conditions ϕ∗(i) ∈ [0, fi]. We assume
that the initial conditions are chosen so that only a sin-
gle axion ϕ populates the hilltop region. The remaining
Nf − 1 axions, which begin away from the hilltop, con-
tribute only to the expansion rate, and may be replaced
by a single effective field χ with a quadratic potential.
With fi = f for all axions, the effective two–field poten-
tial then reads:
W (ϕ, χ) = W0
[
1
2
m2χ2 + Λ4
(
1− cos
(
2pi
f
ϕ
))]
.
(106)
Replacing the collective potential with an effective two–
field potential is well motivated, see for example [90],
where it was shown that the energy density of the uni-
verse is dominated by fields with comparable masses even
if one starts with thousands of fields. Reheating in mod-
els of N–flation has also been shown to proceed preferen-
tially via perturbative decay channels as opposed to via
parametric resonance and preheating [90, 91].
We now choose two sets of model parameters (Case A,
and Case B), and examine the impact of reheating on rT ,
nζ , and fNL.
1. Case A
In this first example, we fix the model parameters to
be
χ∗ = 15.0 , ϕ∗ = 0.499 , m = f = 1 , Λ4 =
11
20pi2
.
With these values, ϕ is very light at Hubble exit and
remains frozen throughout inflation, which is driven by
the χ field. The fields reach their minima at roughly the
same time, tϕosc ≈ tχosc.
10 For earlier related work, see [87, 88]
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FIG. 3. Evolution of 1
ρ¯χ
∂ρ¯χ
∂χ∗ and
1
ρ¯ϕ
∂ρ¯ϕ
∂ϕ∗ during the very last
stages of inflation, and into the period of field oscillations.
These terms oscillate about a central, constant value, which
is indicated by the horizontal red line. This is the value that
would be attained if the fields were modeled as pressureless
dust.
Our first task is to compute the functions F , G, J , and
K, which appear in the expressions for the δN derivatives
(Eq. (88)). For the technical reasons discussed in Sec-
tion III A, we do not yet have a method (for this partic-
ular potential) to calculate these quantities analytically,
and so we rely on numerical techniques. We make use
of Eqs. (84) and (85) to relate these functions to pertur-
bations in the energy density, evaluating the derivatives
which appear in these expressions with a seven–point
finite difference method. To illustrate this calculation,
we plot in Fig. 3 the evolution of the first order deriva-
tives (∂ρ¯χ/∂χ∗)/ρ¯χ and (∂ρ¯ϕ/∂ϕ∗)/ρ¯ϕ during the very
last stages of inflation, and into the period of oscilla-
tion. In the sudden decay approximation, the fields be-
have like pressureless dust during this oscillating phase,
and do not interact with their decay products. To respect
this approximation in our numerical simulations, we set
Γχ = Γϕ = 0 when calculating the ∂ρ¯φI/∂φI∗ deriva-
tives. As can be seen from Fig. 3, (∂ρ¯χ/∂χ∗)/ρ¯χ and
(∂ρ¯ϕ/∂ϕ∗)/ρ¯ϕ oscillate with (roughly) constant ampli-
tude about a central, constant value, which is indicated
by the horizontal red line. This is the value that would be
attained if the fields were modeled as pressureless dust.
The red line represents this conserved value, which may
be calculated by averaging these terms over several oscil-
lations, which we do numerically.
We find that for this particular inflationary model, the
second order derivative terms ∂2ρ¯φI/∂φ
2
I∗ oscillate with
a very large amplitude about a central value. The ampli-
tude of these oscillations are so large that the averaging
procedure described above becomes unreliable, and so we
rely on a slightly different approach. This involves run-
ning our field theory simulations (which calculates the
δN derivatives directly) in the regime of very large and
very small R. Recall that in these limits, A → 1 and
B → 0, and so from Eqs. (89) and (88) we see that J and
K (and hence ∂2ρ¯φI/∂φ
2
I∗) can be expressed in terms of
N,ϕϕ and N,χχ.
The first order derivatives can be calculated using
either of the above methods (averaging and small/large
R limits) and we have verified that they yield the same
results. Having evaluated all of the required derivative
terms, we can evaluate the statistics of ζ.
In Fig. 4 we compare fNL, nζ , and rT calculated nu-
merically against the sudden decay approximation. We
use Eqs. (99) and (101) to compute rsim and r˜sim, and
we obtain Ωϕ,osc (which is used to compute Ω
sim
ϕ,dec and
Ω˜ simχ,dec) directly from our simulations. As is evident from
Fig. 4, our sudden decay calculation captures the depen-
dence of fNL, nζ , and rT on R remarkably well. We
note that the behavior around R = 1 is smooth, despite
having used different fitting functions to compute observ-
ables on either side of this point. As anticipated, the ob-
servables asymptote to constant values in the small/large
R limits, while the behavior of fNL for intermediate val-
ues of R is dramatic. In particular as one moves from
large R to small R, the sign of fNL becomes negative.
This seemingly complicated dependence of fNL on R may
be explained by considering the dominant term in fNL
(Eq. (15)): fNL ≈ N,ϕϕN2,ϕ/(N2,ϕ + N2,χ)2. Starting at
R = 1, as R is deceased fNL reaches a maximum value,
after which there comes a point where N,ϕϕ changes sign
and hence so does fNL. During this time, N,ϕ has been
steadily decreasing with R, and there exists a value of R
for which N,ϕ = N,χ. This induces the minimum seen in
fNL. As R becomes even smaller, N,ϕ → 0, and fNL de-
cays towards zero. At R ∼ 3× 10−3, N,ϕ passes through
zero and becomes negative, which causes |fNL| to grow
once more, finally asymptoting to a constant as R→ 0.
It is the value of the N,χ derivative in fNL which de-
termines the approximate position of the minimum. This
derivative is sourced by fluctuations of the inflaton field
χ, and it remains approximately constant at the Hub-
ble exit value N,χ ≈ 8M−1p across the whole range of R.
This is because for this particular model, α  V∗ (see
Eq. (88)). Since in the small R regime N,χ is larger than
N,ϕ, inflaton fluctuations cannot be neglected: including
N,χ is vital if one would like to compute the maximum
attainable value of |fNL|. The presence of fluctuations
in both fields means that all observable quantities take
values in a finite range whose limits are set entirely by
the conditions during inflation. Specifically, these condi-
tions are the field configuration at Hubble exit and the
functions F , G, J , and K. The same conditions also de-
termine whether fNL maintains the same sign over the
entire range of R.
Similar reasoning may be used to describe the depen-
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FIG. 4. The observables fNL, nζ , and rT as a function of the ratio of decay rates R for the model of Section V A 1. We compare
the sudden decay approximation (red lines) with the corresponding result from our numerical simulations (blue diamonds).
dence of nζ and rT on R. We point out that we are not
attempting to present a model which is compatible with
observational constraints, but rather to illustrate the im-
pact that reheating can have on the observables. As is
clear from Fig. 4, variations in fNL, nζ , and rT for differ-
ent values of R are well within the sensitivity of current
experiments such as Planck.
2. Case B
In this second example, the model parameters are
χ∗ = 16.0 , ϕ∗ = 0.499 , m = f = 1 , Λ4 = 0.04533 .
We calculate the functions F , G, J , and K, and the value
of Ωϕ,osc numerically using the same methods as above.
The observables are plotted in Fig. 5. For this example,
N,ϕϕ > 0 for all R, and hence fNL remains positive. The
first derivative N,ϕ however does change sign, and sends
fNL momentarily toward zero. The first maximum in fNL
corresponds approximately to |N,ϕ| = |N,χ| when N,ϕ is
positive, and a second maximum appears as |N,ϕ| = |N,χ|
when N,ϕ < 0. This behavior also generates the peaks
that are observed in nζ and rT .
B. A Fully Analytic Example
The effective axion model presented above contained
terms that we have so far been unable to evaluate ana-
lytically, and instead we had to rely on numerical tech-
niques. In this example, we show how to apply the for-
malism we developed above in a specific case which can
be treated fully analytically. This is not the only model
where analytic progress can be made, though this partic-
ularly simple example will allow us to demonstrate our
method and easily compare to previous studies. Let us
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take the potential to be of the form
W (ϕ, χ) =
1
2
m2ϕ2 +
1
2
M2χ2 . (107)
We will study the case where the field χ dominates the
energy density during inflation, while the field ϕ remains
essentially frozen until χ begins to oscillate about the
minimum of its potential. These conditions require that
M  m and χ∗  ϕ∗. In addition to demonstrating our
formalism, this example is of particular interest, since
it becomes remarkably similar to the standard curvaton
scenario in a limiting case.
In this model, during the period following inflation,
the dominant contribution to the energy density of the
universe is a coherently oscillating scalar field, which on
average mimics the behavior of pressureless dust. In this
phase, we have ρχ  ρϕ, while ρχ ∝ a−3, and so a(t) ∝
t2/3, which gives H(t) = 23t . We note that with this
definition of time, we are implicitly working on surfaces
of constant ρχ, a fact that will become important when
we calculate the fluctuations in these fields. The equation
of motion for ϕ during this period is then
ϕ¨+
2
t
ϕ˙+m2ϕ = 0 . (108)
Restricting the solution to be real and constant in the
limit t→ 0, we find
ϕ(t) = ϕ∗
sin(mt)
mt
, (109)
where ϕ∗ is as usual the value of ϕ at Hubble exit. One
can then easily see that the energy density of the field ϕ
is given by
ρϕ =
ϕ2∗
2t2
(
1− 2 cos(mt) sin(mt)
mt
+
sin2(mt)
m2t2
)
. (110)
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At late times when mt 1, we find
ρϕ =
ϕ2∗
2t2
, (111)
which is proportional to a−3 as expected.
In order to compute observables, we need to know the
ratio of energy densities while both fields are oscillating.
This ratio remains constant until one of the fields decays
in the sudden decay approximation. Using Eq. (111), we
find
Ωϕ,osc =
ρϕ
3M2pH
2
=
3ϕ2∗
8M2p
. (112)
Next, we need to compute the perturbations to the
fluid densities during the oscillating phase, ζϕ and ζχ.
Let us begin with the perturbations to ρχ. We are work-
ing in a regime where χ dominates the energy density
during inflation, and ϕ remains essentially frozen until
after inflation. Under these assumptions, we can write
the number of e–foldings during inflation, beginning from
a flat hypersurface and ending on a surface of constant
χ, as
Nχ =
∫ χe
χ∗
H
χ˙
dχ = − 1
M2p
∫ χe
χ∗
U + V
V ′
dχ , (113)
where we have used the slow–roll equation of motion for
χ, which is 3Hχ˙ = −V ′. Now, since ϕ is essentially
frozen during inflation, U is nearly constant over the
range integration, and so we can replace U with U∗. This
then gives
Nχ ≈ − 1
M2p
∫ χe
χ∗
1
2m
2ϕ2∗ +
1
2M
2χ2
M2χ
dχ
= − 1
M2p
[
m2ϕ2∗
2M2
ln
χe
χ∗
+
1
4
(
χ2e − χ2∗
)]
. (114)
We will make the assumption that the perturbed number
of e–foldings up to a surface of constant χ gives a good
representation of the perturbed number of e–foldings up
to a surface of constant ρχ during the phase of coherent
oscillation. In the absence of any contribution to the en-
ergy density from ϕ, this approximation would be exact.
Since we are working in a regime where ρϕ  ρχ until
well after inflation, this is quite a good approximation
for our case. We can then take a derivative of Eq. (114)
with respect to χ∗ to find
∂Nχ
∂χ∗
=
1
M2p
[
m2ϕ2∗
2M2χ∗
+
χ∗
2
]
. (115)
Then, taking a derivative with respect to ϕ∗ gives
∂2Nχ
∂φ∗∂χ∗
=
1
M2p
[
m2ϕ∗
M2χ∗
]
. (116)
Now, comparing this with Eqs. (72) and (73), we find
1
M2p
[
m2ϕ2∗
2M2χ∗
+
χ∗
2
]
=
1
M2p
[
χ∗
2
− F
M2χ∗
]
, (117)
which allows us to determine the quantity F
F = −1
2
m2ϕ2∗ . (118)
Similarly, at second order we find
1
M2p
[
m2ϕ∗
M2χ∗
]
=
1
M2p
[ −J
m2ϕ∗M2χ∗
]
, (119)
which gives
J = −m4ϕ2∗ (120)
for this model.11
Next, we will calculate the perturbations to ρϕ. For
this task, we will make use of the results of Section III B.
However, in the case we are considering here, the value
of ρϕ given in Eq. (111) was computed on a surface of
constant ρχ rather than on a flat hypersurface, as was
assumed in Section III B. This means that the factor of
δN appearing in Eq. (19) is given in this case by ζχ, and
so Eq. (80) should be modified to read
ρϕ = ρ¯ϕe
3(ζϕ−ζχ) (121)
on this hypersurface. However, using the values of F and
J computed above, one finds that the part of ζ
(1)
χ pro-
portional to δϕ∗ and the part of ζ
(2)
χ proportional to δϕ2∗
both vanish. Therefore, as long as we focus on deriva-
tives of ρϕ with respect to ϕ∗, we can use the results of
Section III B without modification to compute G and K.
Given Eq. (111) it is straightforward to compute these
derivatives with respect to ϕ∗
∂ρϕ
∂ϕ∗
=
ϕ∗
t2
,
∂2ρϕ
∂ϕ2∗
=
1
t2
. (122)
The relevant ratios for computing ζϕ are then
1
3ρϕ
∂ρϕ
∂ϕ∗
=
2
3ϕ∗
,
1
3ρϕ
∂2ρϕ
∂ϕ2∗
=
2
3ϕ2∗
. (123)
Recalling Eq. (84), we find
2
3ϕ∗
=
1
M2p
[
ϕ∗
2
+
G
m2ϕ∗
]
, (124)
11 Our choice of which derivatives of Nχ to use in determining these
quantities is motivated by maximizing the accuracy while min-
imizing additional assumptions. Calculating ∂N
χ
∂χ∗ rather than
∂Nχ
∂ϕ∗ allows us to make progress without specifying how χe de-
pends upon ϕ∗. Using the cross-derivative allows for the most
direct determination of J , thus allowing us to avoid compound-
ing any error we may have made in determining F , which would
have been unavoidable had we compared to ∂
2Nχ
∂χ2∗
. Furthermore,
one can easily verify that the values of F and J which we deter-
mined here give
∂ρ¯χ
∂ϕ∗ = 0 and
∂2ρ¯χ
∂ϕ2∗
= 0 using Eqs. (84) and (85)
as one would expect from the fact that ϕ gives a negligible contri-
bution to the energy density during inflation in the model under
consideration.
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which allows us to determine the quantity G
G =
2
3
m2M2p −
1
2
m2ϕ2∗ . (125)
Using Eq. (85), we find
− 2
3ϕ2∗
=
1
M2p
[
1− 1
2
− G
m2ϕ2∗
+
K
m4ϕ2∗
]
, (126)
which fixes the quantity K to be
K = −m4ϕ2∗ . (127)
For comparison, we computed the functions F , G, J ,
and K with our numerical field theory simulations us-
ing the methods (averaging and small/large R limits)
described in Section V A 1. For F , G, and J , we found
excellent agreement (within about 3% for ϕ∗ < 0.3Mp
and even better for smaller ϕ∗), but the function K was
smaller than our analytic prediction by about a factor of
0.6 for all values of ϕ∗. This disagreement of K should
not introduce large errors in computing observables since
K  Gm2ϕ2∗ for small ϕ∗.
Now that we have computed the functions F , G, J ,
and K, we can begin to assemble the predictions for pri-
mordial observables. Using Eq. (89) we find for this case
α ≡
{
(1−A) ( 23m2M2p)− 12m2ϕ2∗ for R ≤ 1
A˜ ( 23m2M2p)− 12m2ϕ2∗ for R ≥ 1 ,
β ≡
{
−m4ϕ2∗ + B
(
4
9m
4M2p
)
for R ≤ 1
−m4ϕ2∗+
∼B ( 49m4M2p) for R ≥ 1 . (128)
To achieve ∼ 60 e–foldings of inflation in this model, we
require that χ∗ ∼ 16Mp, and so regardless of the values of
A, B, A˜, and ∼B, we always have V∗  α and V ′′∗ V∗  β.
This means that up to small corrections, we have
N,χ =
χ∗
2M2p
,
N,χχ =
1
2M2p
, (129)
regardless of the value of R. The other derivatives of N
are affected by reheating, and are given by
Nϕ =
(1−A)
(
2
3ϕ∗
)
for R ≤ 1
A˜
(
2
3ϕ∗
)
for R ≥ 1
,
N,ϕϕ =

(
2
3B − (1−A)
) (
2
3ϕ2∗
)
for R ≤ 1(
2
3
∼B −A˜
)(
2
3ϕ2∗
)
for R ≥ 1
,
N,ϕχ =

m2ϕ∗
M2pM
2χ∗
− B 4m29M2ϕ∗χ∗ for R ≤ 1
m2ϕ∗
M2pM
2χ∗
− ∼B 4m29M2ϕ∗χ∗ for R ≥ 1
. (130)
In the regime R ≤ 1, we have r ≈ 1 which means A ≈ 1
and B ≈ 0, which makes N,ϕ  N,χ and N,ϕϕ, Nϕ,χ 
N,χχ, thus giving us essentially the same predictions as
single–field inflation (up to small corrections which are
at most of order m2/M2). To be specific, the primordial
observables in the range R ≤ 1 are given by
Pζ = M
2χ4∗
96pi2M6p
, (131)
rT =
32M2p
χ2∗
, (132)
nζ − 1 = −
8M2p
χ2∗
, (133)
6
5
fNL =
2M2p
χ2∗
, (134)
just as expected for a single–field inflationary model with
V (χ) = 12M
2χ2. Note that in this regime, we should
also include the shape dependent part of fNL since it
is comparable in size to the shape independent part we
calculated here. In the local limit, the shape dependent
part [71] adds an additional factor of
2M2p
χ2∗
, which must
be included to verify the single–field consistency relation.
Now let us turn to the regime R > 1, where the ef-
fects of the field ϕ are not negligible. In this regime, the
observables are given by
Pζ = M
2χ2∗
24pi2M4p
[
χ2∗
4M2p
+ A˜2
(
4M2p
9ϕ2∗
)]
, (135)
rT = 8
[
χ2∗
4M2p
+ A˜2
(
4M2p
9ϕ2∗
)]−1
, (136)
nζ − 1 =−
4M2p
χ2∗
− 4M
4
p
M2χ2∗
[
χ2∗
4M2p
+ A˜2
(
4M2p
9ϕ2∗
)]−1
×
[(
M2χ2∗
4M4p
)
+ A˜
(
2m2
3M2p
)
− A˜2
(
4m2
9ϕ2∗
)]
'− 4M
2
p
χ2∗
−
1− A˜2
(
16m2M4p
9M2χ2∗ϕ2∗
)
χ2∗
4M2p
+ A˜2
(
4M2p
9ϕ2∗
) , (137)
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6
5
fNL =
[
χ2∗
4M2p
+ A˜2
(
4M2p
9ϕ2∗
)]−2
×
[
χ2∗
8M2p
+ A˜ 2m
2
3M2
− A˜ ∼B 8m
2M2p
27M2ϕ2∗
+
(
2
3
A˜2 ∼B −A˜3
)(
8M4p
27ϕ4∗
)]
'
χ2∗
8M2p
− A˜ ∼B
(
8m2M2p
27M2ϕ2∗
)
+
(
2
3 A˜2
∼B −A˜3
)(
8M4p
27ϕ4∗
)
[
χ2∗
4M2p
+ A˜2
(
4M2p
9ϕ2∗
)]2 .
(138)
There are several important things to notice here.
First, the effect of the field ϕ∗ is to enhance Pζ relative
to the single–field inflation case, thereby suppressing rT ,
regardless of the value of A˜. This is to be expected, since
the tensor power is fixed by the scale of inflation, while
the scalar power receives independent contributions from
each of the fields. Next, the deviation of the spectral tilt
from the single–field result is suppressed by m2/M2, and
so for m2  M2, the spectral tilt is not particularly
sensitive to reheating for this example. However, the de-
pendence of fNL on reheating is more complicated, and
we see that fNL can deviate quite significantly from the
single–field case. In the regime ϕ∗ → 0 and r˜ → 1 (such
that A˜ → 1 and ∼B→ 0), we find that fNL → −5/4, which
is just what is predicted for a curvaton model where the
curvaton comes to dominate the energy density of the
universe before decaying [49, 55]. As we move from r˜ ' 1
to the regime r˜ < 1, at first we reproduce the fNL ≈ 5/4r
behavior of the curvaton scenario, but we soon enter a
regime where the perturbations in the χ field cannot be
neglected, and fNL begins to decrease toward the value it
would have in single–field inflation. This regime produces
results similar to the predictions of the mixed inflaton–
curvaton scenario [52]. Had we dropped the contributions
from the χ field entirely, we would have found that fNL
increased without bound as we decreased r˜. The fact
that the contribution from χ limits the maximum value
of fNL reinforces the point that the fluctuations of each
field must in general be taken into account.
The full set of predictions of this model are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 for a range of ϕ∗ and R with χ∗ = 16Mp
and M2/m2 = 200. These plots are produced using
Eq. (112) to calculate Ω˜χ,dec = 1−Ωϕ,osc and the fitting
formula Eq. (101) for r˜. We can see from these plots that
this model provides a smooth transition between the pre-
dictions of two–field inflation and the curvaton scenario.
Note that there is a small region of parameter space that
predicts a detectable level of local non–Gaussianity.
Before ending this section, let us briefly comment
on the physically viable range of R for this example.
The amplitude of fluctuations is fixed by observation,
and so we can use Eq. (135) to determine the scale
of inflation necessary to match data. Specifically, with
Vinf ' 12M2χ2 we will fix χ∗ = 16Mp to ensure around
60 e–foldings of inflation, and rescale M to match obser-
vations. The condition that fixes M is then [72]
2.215× 10−9 = M
2χ2∗
24pi2M4p
[
χ2∗
4M2p
+ A˜2
(
4M2p
9ϕ2∗
)]
. (139)
For A˜  1, this requires Vinf ≈ [0.008Mp]4 for χ∗ =
16Mp. In the regime A˜ ≈ 1 and ϕ∗ Mp, we have
Vinf ≈
[
0.03Mp
(
ϕ∗
Mp
)1/2]4
. (140)
Recalling that the maximum value of R is set by requiring
that reheating begins after inflation and completes before
dark matter decoupling, we find
Rmax ≈ 6× 1019
(
ϕ∗
Mp
)1/2(
1 MeV
kBTDM
)
, (141)
where TDM is the temperature of dark matter decoupling.
For small values of ϕ∗ and large TDM, this constraint
begins to become important for the range of R that we
plotted in Figs. 6 and 7.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how perturbative reheating impacts
primordial observables following two–field inflation. Our
main results are summarized in Eqs. (90–93). These
expressions were derived analytically using the sudden
decay approximation, and were shown to agree remark-
ably well with the results of a fully numerical classi-
cal field theory simulation. Our results apply to any
two–field model of inflation with a potential of the form
W (ϕ, χ) = U(ϕ) +V (χ) where each field has a quadratic
minimum. Our analytic results will be most reliable in
the regime where the first field to decay does so when
the other field is oscillating. Since observable quantities
depend only upon the ratio of decay rates R, this is not
a particularly restrictive condition. We have shown that
this class of models includes the results of the standard
curvaton scenario as a special case, but it also applies to
a much broader set of inflationary models.
We have shown that primordial observables take values
within finite ranges whose limits are set entirely by the
conditions during inflation. The presence of fluctuations
in both fields are of crucial importance in determining
these bounds. Since it is the details of the inflationary
model alone which determine these ranges, it is possi-
ble to compute the maximum and minimum values of
all primordial observables without specifying the details
of the reheating phase. Through concrete examples, we
have demonstrated that these ranges can lie well within
the sensitivity of current experiments such as Planck. As
was previously established in Ref. [46], the degree of sen-
sitivity of primordial observables to the reheating phase
24
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FIG. 6. Heatmaps of fNL (left panel) and nζ (right panel) as a function of R ≡ Γχ/Γϕ and ϕ∗ for the quadratic curvaton
example of Section V B. As R → ∞, we recover the standard curvaton limit fNL = −1.25 for small ϕ∗. These heatmaps were
produced using the fully analytic solution presented in Section V B.
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FIG. 7. Heatmap of rT as a function of R ≡ Γχ/Γϕ and ϕ∗ for
the quadratic curvaton example of Section V B. This heatmap
was produced using the fully analytic solution presented in
Section V B.
depends heavily on the underlying inflationary model. In
this work, we have quantified this sensitivity, and have
discussed the conditions that must be satisfied by the in-
flationary model if its observable predictions are to be
insensitive to the physics of reheating. The effects of
reheating are important whenever ζϕ 6= ζχ at the end of
inflation, as is generally the case when the adiabatic limit
is not reached during inflation. If this is true of a partic-
ular two–field inflationary model then one must account
for the impact of reheating when computing observable
quantities.
Furthermore, we have firmly established that local
non–Gaussianity is not in general damped toward small
values by reheating, as is often (but not always [57]) the
case during multiple–field inflation if the adiabatic limit
is reached before the end of inflation [16, 17, 58].
Our results allow a much more unified approach to
studying two–field inflation including the effects of per-
turbative reheating. As such, entire classes of models
can be studied together, allowing a much more system-
atic approach to gaining insight into the physics of the
early universe through observation.
There are several ways in which this work can be ex-
tended. We restricted ourselves to two fields in the anal-
ysis presented here, but it would be straightforward to
extend the formalism to an arbitrary number of fields.
We could also carry out the calculations to higher or-
der which would allow us to study higher order statis-
tics of the curvature perturbation, such as τNL and gNL.
One could investigate consistency relations between ob-
servables such as the Suyama–Yamaguchi inequality [92],
which relates fNL in the squeezed limit to τNL in the col-
lapsed limit: τNL ≥
(
6
5fNL
)2
. Recent numerical work
seems to suggest that the Suyama–Yamaguchi equality
cannot be strongly broken as a result of reheating [82],
(i.e., τNL 
(
6
5fNL
)2
); however, the very small/large
R limits were not explored deeply. It was observed in
Ref. [52], that an observation of scale–dependence of fNL
may distinguish mixed inflaton–curvaton models from
the pure curvaton limit for a quadratic curvaton poten-
tial. It would be very interesting to apply our results
25
to nfNL (as was recently studied numerically in [82]) to
generalize such claims. It would also be interesting to
study more general potentials. Throughout this work,
we assumed that the decay rates were constants, but it
may be possible to modify our results in order to al-
low these decay rates to depend on the values of some
scalar fields, which would allow us to study modulated
reheating. As briefly discussed at the end of Section
III D, we intend to carry out a more systematic study
of the models which are capable of producing large local
non–Gaussianity. This will help us to understand exactly
what observational constraints on fNL can teach us about
models of the early universe.
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